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Panel's suggested CIA controls maybe 'diluted'
WASHINGTON (AP)--The Senate
I 'intelligence Committee, reporting that
the government used bugging, burglary
[«nd blackmail to collect vast
information on the private lives and
I political beliefs of Americans, called
"yesterday for strict controls over the
•CIA. FBI and other spy agencies.
I
But even before the report was
[ made public, the Senate Rules
I.Tommittee moved to dilute one of its
(.principal recommendations-creation
I of a congressional committee to
monitor the intelligence community.
' The rules panel stripped all budget
•and oversight authority from the
.proposed committee and adopted a
substitute calling for a study group
'with no legislative or funding powers.

Sen. Dick Clark (D-lowa), called the
5-4 vote "a direct repudiation" of the
intelligence panel's catalogue of
abuses, which Sen. Walter F. Mondale
(I) Minn I said "occurred because
intelligence agencies were ordered to
break the law, felt they had a right to
break the law and even felt they had a
duty...to break the law."
Sen. Richard S. Schweiker (R-Pa),
added that "Congress bears a heavy
responsibility for ignoring its
constitutional oversight role."
IN A 396-page report, the
committee detailed previously
disclosed abuses such as CIA domestic
spying, the FBI's COINTELPRO
program and electronic eavesdropping

by the National Security Agency
(NSA). It made 96 recommendations
to sharply curtail FBI activities and
prohibit other agencies from virtually
any involvement in domestic
investigations.
Two Republican members of the
committee, Vic Chairman John
Tower and Sen. Barry Goldwater,
refused to sign the report, saying the
recommendations went far beyond the
abuses. Another Republican, Sen.
Howard H. Baker, said, "The best
thing about this is that it's over. We've
finished it without doing undue
damage to the agencies of the
government."
THE REPORT, which contained

few new revelations of government
wrongdoing, made the following major
findings:
--"Too many people have been spied
upon by too many government
agencies." FBI headquarters has over
S00.000 domestic intelligence files;
the CIA opened nearly a quarter
million letters; NSA obtained millions
of private telegrams; the Army created
intelligence files on an estimated
100.000 Americans and the Internal
Revenue Service created dossiers on
11,000 individuals and groups on the
basis of their political beliefs;
-"The intelligence agencies have
collected vast amounts of information
about the intimate details of citizens'
lives and about their participation in

legal and peaceful political aebvites;"
-The women's liberation movement
was infiltrated by FBI informants. The
National Association
for the
Advancement of Colored People was
the subject of a 25-year investigation.
Army intelligence opened files on two
Illinois Democrats. Sen. Adlai E.
Stevenson and Rep. Ataner Mikva,
because of their participation in
peaceful political meetings:
-Army agents also searched for
dissidents at a Halloween party for
elementary school children and a
conference of priests discussing birth
control, while the FBI ordered
investigations of every Black Student
Union regardless of their involvement
in disorders and

--"The mot sweeping surveillance
programs have produced surprisingly
few useful results." Between 1960 and
1974 the FBI conducted over 500,000
investigations of persons suspected of
being subversives, "yet not a single
individual or group has been
prosecuted." The General Accounting
Office estimated that of more than
17,000 FBI domestic intelligence
investigations in 1974, "only 1.3 per
cent resulted in prosecution and
conviction."
BLAMING ABUSES on excessive
executive power and secrecy, the
committee declared that "intelligence
activities which undermine individual
rights must end."

WBGU-TV provides in-school
programming to classrooms
. Editor's note: This is the second of two stories on
, WBGU-TV, Channel 57. Today's article focuses on the
in-school educational programming offered by the station
' and student involvement.
I

By Beth Rooney

Channel 57 was on the air 108 hours a week last year and
' broadcast 404 locally originated programs, including the
i daily news show. It also broadcast 26 closed circuit original
, programs.
While broadcasting in a coverage area where 1,3 million
' people live. WBGU-TV also sends out instructional
1
programming on closed circuit cable television to University
, classrooms and living quarters.
Last year, nearly 2,000 replays of shows were requested
' by classes and there were 47,000 student exposures to
' educational programming on campus.
I

■
,
.
'
.

PUBLIC TELEVISION was originally called "educational
TV" because of its commitment to children and their
education WBGU-TV broadcasts 25 hours a week of
instructional shows to area classrooms. Margaret ). Tucker.
director oi Channel 57s in-school program, provided a
del Million ol educational (in-school) programming.
"It is a service beamed to classrooms K-12 in public and
parochial schools to offer teachers another teaching
resource. It offers children a field trip they cannot take...It

offers a change in teaching, it adds a variety. The content is
condensed, and it has been proved that it will reach the
intended audience-and they will learn."
The in-school program serves about 175 school buildings
in Channel 57's coverage area. Each school pays 25 cents a
student for the school term for a series with about 67
programs broadcast each year.
The in school budget is $150,000, and it is allocated
separately from the station's programming budget. The
budget pays for the transmission of programs on air, plus
resource guides, workshops, travel costs and a monthly
newsletter.
WBGU-TV HAS produced two programs--"Knowing
About Growing" and "Getting It Together"--that are
broadcast throughout the state. Other original programs
include "News 6" (a news show produced by local sixth
graders) and the upcoming "Self, Inc." which concerns
developing coping skills of sixth to eighth graders.
The in-school program at Channel 57 employs six people,
several of whom are known as "field service coordinators."
Their job is to visit the schools, giving presentations on how
to utilize the in-school services and receive teacher input.
In-school programming is fed from the Ohio Educational
Broadcasting network's center in Columbus to 13 outlets in
eight regions.
• TO page five

Service

These student counselor* form I "link" between students in trouble and
professional help. They are part of a trained staff operating for the Link, a crisis
intervention center and referral service. (Newsphoto by Minds Milligan)

/

Toledo agency seen as replacement

Cuts may force dissolution of Link
By Michele Lesie
The Link
(Wood County
Human Services), a crisis intervention
and referral agency, is in the process of
appealing the decision of the Wood
County 648 Board to discontinue its
funds.
The decision would^ result in the
Link's dissolution on June 30. .

Michael Halleck, chairman of the
board's program budget committee,
said the cut off is a result of the
economic situation and there are other
services with higher priorities than the
Unk.
HE SAID the committee thinks the
Link is lacking in performance.
Joseph Corral, president of the

Toledo office building
bill awaits governor
By Willie Slaughter
Staff Reporter
Monday the Ohio House of Representatives sent Gov. James A. Rhodes a bill
which would insure the construction of a joint state office building in Toledo.
State Rep. Arthur WUkowski (D-Toledo), co-sponsor of the bill, said he saw
"no problem" in the plan. He said, "The state would be better off buying its
own building instead of paying $500,000 a year for rent."
WUkowski said the building would provide a central location for state business
and insure "one-stop shopping" for state bureaucrats. In addition, the state
office building would not be financed with public pension funds.
WUkowski said in the past, the state has borrowed rrullions of dollars from the
Workmen's Compensation Fund at 8.3 per cent interest instead of selling public
municipal bonds to finance such construction. He said that this resulted in the
state paying a higher rate of interest.
The representative said 'here were five major pension systems in Ohio with
total assets in excess of $6 billion. He said some organizations were using public
pension funds to make out-of-statc investments.
"My biU would have compeUed them to invest at least 10 per cent in Ohio
government bonds. They have a duty to invest Ohio pension funds in Ohio," he
said.
Rep. Barney QuUtei (D-Toledo), speaker pro tern of the House, said plans for
construction of the joint state office building were not complete. He said passage
of the bill would "allow cities and counties to lease space in a
state-owned-and-operated facility." .

Student camerawoman Karen SchaUer focuses on the Update
staff during a news broadcast. She is one of the station's workers
and is learning the practical aspects of camera work by
experience, instead of just the theory taught in the classroom.
(Newsphoto by Mindy Mffligan)

"THE LANGUAGE in the bUl reads that money that goes into the local
government fund wiU guarantee payment of the bonds in case of default,"
Quilier said.
Thomas Ltrochelle, executive assistant to House minority leader Charles
Kurfess (R-Penysbuig), said he doubted the state wUl be able to afford
construction of the proposed state office building.
The state cash surplus is $58 million this year when normally it is around
$300 million That doesn't allow for much additional spending," he said.
James Vroonland, a Toledo budget/management analyst, also said one of the
problems is figuring out how to finance construction of the building.
"There are no revenues available at this time. The building does not generate
revenues, so there is no basis to borrow the money," he said.
Rhodes must sign the bill before construction can begin.

Wood County Human Services board
of trustees, said the Link never
received any criticism or input from
the board concerning its performances.
The money which funded the Link
will be used to secure a contract with
United Central Services (UCS) in
Toledo, an agency which provides an
information and referral service and a
crisis hotline. UCS will serve all of
Wood County, said Dr. Marvin L
Kumler, the Link's interim executive
director.
Each Ohio county or group of
counties has a 648 board (from
Amended House Bill 648) through
which all state and federal funds
intended for mental health and
retardation services must pass before
allocation to agencies such as the Link.
Only donations need not pass through
the 648 system, Kumler said.
WOOD COUNTY'S mental health
tax levy also supports mental health
services through the 648 board.
"1 don't have a very good idea of
the community's views on the 648
decision," Kumler said.
"I think the action is going to be
very upsetting to Wood County voters
because the 648 board is giving the
money to a Toledo agency," he said.
''The outcome of the appeal depends
on factors beyond my control," he
continued, "but the Link has so much
demonstrable competence that I can't
believe it will die."
Last spring, Kumler presided over
the merging of Karma, a drug abuse
agency, and Crisis Phone. The
combined agencies formed the Link,
located at 525 Pike St.
"THE LINK provides 24-hour
telephone coverage," Sam Wenger, the
Link's administrative assistant, said.
Persons who call in are either given
information or referred to one of the
mental health facilities in Wood
County, he said.
"We have about 70 student
counselors who are screened and
undergo 36 hours of training plus an

apprenticeship. They are
para-professionals." Wenger said.
"During the first six months we were'
in operation, our counselors drove a
total of 861 miles to visit callers whose
problems were too critical to be
handled by phone," he said.
ACCORDING TO statistics
provided by Wenger, the Link averaged
12 calls a day during the first six
months, 29 of which were related to
suicide. Drug abuse problems caused
335 caUs, 268 were categorized as
emotional difficulties, 194 were family
crisis and 871 were caUs for
information or referrals.
"Confidentiality is
guaranteed," Wenger said.

always

Kumler said he does not know what
services UCS will provide, or if it wUl
open an office in Wood County. The
agency's location is a crucial factor
when dealing with potential suicides
and drug overdose cases, according to
Kumler.
"1 don't even think the Link's
response is quick enough, he said.
"Sometimes it takes us 20 minutes to
reach a caUer."
"The Link only exists for one
purpose," Kumler said, "and that is to
meet the needs of people in Wood
County. I believe it has provided
service of such quality that I cannot
help but think that we have failed to
communicate to the 648 board just
how good the service is."
The Link will continue to operate
and train new counselors, he said.

Weather
Mostly sunny and a little
wanner today. High in the upper
50s. Partly cloudy tonight and
tomorrow. Low tonight in the
mid to upper 30s. High tomorrow
in the upper 50s to lower 60s.
ProbabUity of precipitation near
zero per cent today and ten per
cent tonight.
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a good move
Following the reasoning given in an address by Municipal Court
Judge H. Richard Dunipace at last Monday's special meeting. City
Council should stop wasting time discussing the municipal court's
proposed move into the new country office building and give its
approval for the relocation.
Originally the space proposed to be used by the court was to have
housed the city police department. But when council decided not to
move the police department into the building a vacancy developed,
and it was speculated that the court might move in.
The possibilities that have been suggested for the court include
renovating the existing court building, moving the court to the first
floor of the county court house or the old post office. According to
Dunipace, all of these alternatives are either architecturally
impractical or would be too expensive for the benefits derived from
the refurbishing.
One of the major benefits of the move to the new office building
is that the new accommodations would fulfill requirements set by
the Ohio Supreme Court necessitating that courts provide public
defenders' offices and consulting rooms for private attorneys,
witnesses and juries.
Although the move to the new office building might be more
expensive than other alternatives, the benefits outweigh the
disadvantages. City administrators should work quickly to enable the
court to move into much-needed facilities with a minimum amount
of time and effort.

follow Colorado
Three cheers for the Colorado legislature and Gov. Richard Lamm,
who passed and signed into law a bill that would force useless
government agencies to fold unless they can justify their existence
every six years.
Under the new law, the state legislature will review the purposes
and accomplishments of government agencies every six years. If the
reviewers agree that the agency serves a useful purpose, it is allowed
to be maintained for another six years.
If, however, the agency doesn't meet the approval of the
legislators, it is given one year to wind up its operation and go out of
business.
The first reviews will begin July, 1977.
Such action will help to make Colorado one of the most
efficiently run states in the Union.
For once, government agencies that were created years ago as a
place of employment for political allies can and will be abolished
under the new state statutes.
The only negative aspect is that it's too bad such a law wasn't
passed sooner by Colorado or any other state.
It should effectively limit the growth of state bureaucracies and
make the government more responsive to the electorate while saving
money on operating costs.
Let's hope other states, including Ohio, can follow Colorado's
lead. We need it.

protection
I feel the action taken by the
University in conjunction with the
female student that was raped and ihe
attempted rape of another is irrational.
I feel that the University is really
trying to protect itself rather than the
students.
By taking this drastic action, if
another rape does occur the University
can say it did something about it
before it happened. I believe that
declaring an emergency situation
because of one rape is ridiculous. In a
sense we have now all become victims
of this crime.
By making the dormitories off
limits after midnight seems to the
university officials to be an equitable
solution to the problem, but since this
is only temporary what will happen
now the dorms return to normal
hours, more rapes'7 To me it looks like
the University is giving in to the
criminals. Should the students have to
walk the campus in fear? Should we
have to alter our lives to meet the
demand of crime? I say no! The time
has come to stand up to the criminals
and quit living in fear.
I recommend that the following
steps be taken to curb all crime on this
campus: l) Since this is basically a

walkers campus why not have police
on foot patroling ihe campus,
especially around the girls dorms. 2)
Hire more night guards, especially for
the girls dorms. 3) Make the students
more aware of crime on campus and
instruct them on how to deal with it.
with precautionary measures.
I feel that if these steps are taken
crime at Bowling Green will be
reduced.
Bill Schabel
116 Rodgers

bullets
No mattei what kind of bullet the
campus police are eventually armed
with, the odds are that it will be used
on a student. For the unlovely fact is
that the police are here to control
students-not to protect them.
Police Chief Dale Shaffer admitted
as much in a recent meeting when he
explained how the concept of a
resident police force was seized upon
by college administrators in response
to student demonstrations in the
1960s. Because there is less political
tension now. the police are using the
calm to increase their power and add
to their techniques of control.
Shaffer assures us, one and all, that
his people are well-trained and thus

WASHINGTON-Americans are
taught that their history consists of
three episodes 1776, the Civil War
and Now.
This allows men like Governor
Reagan to rally their countrymen to
resist the outpgeous demands of the
Panamanians who're demanding our
canal, the one we bought and paid for
fair and square. That doesn't even
match up with how Theodore
Roosevelt, the President who signed
the treaty, described how the thing
went down: "If I had followed
conventional, conservative methods. I
should have submit: I a dignified state
paper to the Congress and the debate
would have been going on yet, but I
took the canal zone..."
Before he got around to taking it. in
1903, the United States had been
dabbling in the Isthmus for better than
40 years. For one reason or another,
American troops had been landed
there in 1856, I860. 1873 (twice),
1885 and 1900. When not landing the
Marines, Americans had built a
railroad across the Isthmus. By 1901
that railroad was represented by
William Cromwell, of Sullivan 4
Cromwell, later to be John Foster
Dulles' law firm.
WHILE Americans were
constructing the railroad, the French
were spending a titanic sum failing to
build the canal. The French went
bankrupt; their company was
reorganized under the leadership of a
gentleman by the name of Phillipe
Bunau-Varilla.

At the same time a mysterious firm
called the Panama Canal, Company of
America was incorporated in
Cromwell's law offices for the purpose
of taking over the assets of the
quasi-defunct French firm.
Sometime around 1900
Bunau-Varilla and Cromwell formed
an alliance. Their purpose was to get
the United States government, which
was inclined toward a canal through
Nicaragua, to change its mind, opt for
the Panamanian Isthmus and in the
process buy out the worthless French
claim for a very large amount of
money. Bunau-Varilla went to see Sen.
Mark Hanna, the most powerful
Republican politician of his age. and
abruptly convinced him lo favor a
Panamanian route. At the same time.
Cromwell made a $60,000
contribution to the GOP. Roosevelt
decided Panama was a bully route also.
The ducks were in a row The only
obstacle was the Republic of Colombia
because, kiddies, in 1903 Panama
wasn't an independent nation. It was a

province of Colombia. A treaty had to
be drawn up. and was one which gave
Colombia 10 million dollars, and the
stockholders, whoever they were by
this time, of the French company $40
million. The treaty also stipulated that
the Colombian government gave up all
rights to sue for any portion of the
$40 million as well as all police powers
in the contemplated canal zone.
PRESIDENT Marroquin of
Colombia didn't dare submit such an
unfavorable treaty to his Congress for
ratification. "If we do not yield
(concessions) and the North
Americans determine to build the
canal they will open it without
stopping at trifles, and then we will
lose more sovereignty than we should
lose by making the concessions they
seek. History will say of me." he
wrote, "that I ruined the
Isthmus...scandalously injuring the
rights of my country."
The Colombians rejected the treaty,
and Roosevelt reacted bv calling them
"Dagos." "Cat-rabbits,"
"Contemptible little creatures" and
"homicidal corruptionists." But
Bunau-Varilla was of a more practical
turn of mind.
From Panama he summoned Dr.
Manuel Amador, a physician who
worked for Cromwell's railroad, lo
room 1162 of the old Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel, sometimes referred to as the
cradle of Panamanian liberty, and
there he presented the doctor with
$100,000 supplied by J.P. Morgan, a
secret code, a Declaration of

Independence, a drift of the new'
nation's Constitution and thesoon-to-be-born Republic's flag,,
thoughtfully designed and sewn by
Madame Bunau-Varilla. Thus equipped '
the doctor was sent back to Panama. •
where the section hands from the,|
railroad were recruited into the
revolutionary army.
A PARTICULARLY nice touch in' I
(II of this is Articel III of the.
Panamanian Constitution, which says, |
that the nation's sovereignty is
secondary to any treaty that has or' |
will be signed with the United Slates. ■
As for the money, $40 million was, |
paid to J.P. Morgan, who was to
transfer it to the stockholders in the' I
French company. Their names have,
never been made public. August^ |
Belmonl was suspected as being one of
them, but nothing is known for certain' |
because Cromwell refused to divulge
them to a Senate committee. What is, j
on the record is that Cromwell gol an
$800,000 legal fee for his work, a'
stupendous sum in terms of 1903"
dollars.
>
In 1922 the United States paid,
Colombia a $25 million indemnity,
not out of a sense of guilt, but because'
Secretary of Interior Albert Fall, lateri
sent to jail for corruption, warned that.
if we didn't. Ihe Colombians would,
sell their oil concession to the English.
Progress has come to Panama as well.'
The Panamanians have replaced'
Madame Bunau-Varilla's flag with one,
of their own design. Ah. the joys of(
freedom.

t.v. lectures insult dosses, students
By Richard Weibl
149 Anderson
Guest Student Columnist
After reading the letter of April 9
by Peter DcMoll. I was prompted lo
share my experiences and thoughts
about the Art 101 class that I was
enrolled in fall quarter. My hope is
that others will begin to voice their
disapproval of the teaching methods
forced upon Ihem by this University.
Meek, timid, and very nervous, our
instructor introduced herself to us.
Quickly and quietly she read to us the

capable of exercising restraint. But the
National Guard at Kent State was
equally well-trained. Yet its restraint
vanished as quickly as the four
students it killed.
When a lot of people live close
together, as they do here, there is
sometimes the need for a police force.
But that force should be selected by
and regulated by the people it is
supposed to protect. We have
absolutely no control over the police
here-just as there was. no control at
Kent State and just as no damages
have ever been paid the victims there,
despite the numerous court
proceedings. Shaffer doesn't believe
we should have control.
Certainly he should expect no
trouble from the "Bullet Committee"
whose actions proclaim daily that it
has more mouth than teeth. The
Committee, for all its noise, is stricdy
advisory.
But the Committee does provide us
a life-sustaining example: it so
prostrates itself in front of the police
that it will never be hit by the bullet it
endorses.
Some of the Committee members
are fond of recounting how they were
convened to the use of arms while
being taken for a ride in a University
police car. Presumably their
illumination came from being allowed
to play with the flashing lights

goals of the course, according to the
department, as her supervisor had
instructed her.
The course was to help us "achieve
a greater understanding and fuller
comprehension of art." Up to this
point I was satisfied with the direction
of the course and began to think Art
101 wouldn't be quite as terrible as I
first believed.
THEN IT happened 1 was insulted.
1 was discouraged, and I was disgusted.
At exactly twelve-thirty she stopped
what she was doing and began to
arrange the two television sets in front
of out small class After a few
moments of fiddling with the control
buttons, she presented us with what
was to become, for me, my first TV
lecture.
Several moments passed before the
picture came into focus and the sound
could be adjusted. As the lecture
began, a gentleman's voice told us the
catalog number of this lecture and that
it was the introductory lecture for Art
101 and 102 students. After repeating
the goals of the course, he and several
other men presented us with a quick
look at the meaning and history of art.
Occasionally a picture would flash
across the screen as an example of a
term previously mentioned.
These works of art lost any beauty
they possessed when projected upon a
black and white television screen. As if
in an effort to break the monotony of
the talk, a speaker would stop long
enough to light his pipe or a cigarette.
One speaker, who was unaccustomed
to following cue cards, tolled his eyes
as he followed his prepared speech on
the cards.
We became a passive audience

Edward Morris
English Department

employment
Sometime during Spring quarter
every student who attends BGSU gives
serious thought as to how he or she
will finance the following year of his
education at Bowling Green. This is of
course not without exception, but
most of us frantically begin searching
for a decent-paying summer job that
will supplement however' much
financial assistance our parents are
fortunate enough to earn and so
kindly and generously put towards our
college education. The reality is that
most of us must earn as much money
as possible so as to enable us to return
to Bowling Green in the fall.
I understood the purpose of
on-campus employment was to do just
that-that is to provide us with money
to use towards our education.
However, I recently applied for
on-campus employment and soon was
hired with the condition that I provide
a clearance card. To my regret, I
learned that due to my financial aid,
namely i loan of $300 and several
grants, altogether amounting to about
$1,000,1 would not be able to work at
all on campus during the Spring
quarter.
I was informed that only if 1 repay

subject to a lulling brain massage. We
were passive because, first, we had
been placed outside the general
process of communication since the
material hadn't been developed to fit
our needs or desires.
Secondly, participation in the
learning process was eliminated since
we were forced to absorb all that was
put out by this machine with no
opportunity for response, be it
positive or negative. The television is a
closed system of circuits of which the
student is not a part; they sit safely
outside that system touched only by
its sound waves. These media-machines
are used to prevent interaction and
alter human attitudes and emotions.
THESE NEW attitudes are a type of
"empty verbalism" in which the
students are fed massive amounts of
information and later forced to
regurgitate that same information in
the form of a test. What good is it for
students to memorize the Pledge Of
Allegiance, yet not understand the
meaning of the words they are reciting?
I earnestly tried to control my
stunned mind so as to give this new
form of education an opportunity to
prove itself. Wild thoughts and
questions raced through the brain as I
attempted to rationalize this
phenomenon.
Am 1. Ric Weibl. not worth the
attention and time of a teacher who is
paid by my fees and taxes? Am I. as a
student, not entitled to know and
communicate with my teachers and
instructors? Am I, as an individual,
entitled to question ideas and
philosophies expressed by those same
teachers and instructors? How am I to
know that art is a human emotion

the loan before I start work, could I
accept any on-campus employment.
The terms of the loan, however, do
not require me to repay it until 1 quit
school or graduate. I do not intend to
quit school and will not graduate for
several years.
I would have even gone as far as to
have repaid the loan as I work, but I
do not have $300 to repay it before I
work, obviously, or I would not have
received it in the first place. The
consequence then is that I could not
accept the employment, which would
have provided me with a least $250
towards my future education.
I do not agree with this policy and
argue that those in charge of financial
aid should invest in some foresight and
common sense. I suggest that they
review all their paperwork and
bureaucratic red tape and use a little
logic.
Anyone who is energetic and
ambitious enough to want to work and
who hat obtained on-campus
employment, should not be held back
by this archaic and logic-defying
system. Anyway, it is ironic that they
probably will end up loaning me the
money that I could have earned this
quarter to help pay for my future
education at Bowling Green.
Jim Welker
330 Kohl

expressed in a human way when it is,
taught to me by a machine? Whom do 11
talk to when 1 have questions and
comments--a television that can',
neither listen nor reply1 Is a sacrifice of j
quality education worth the,
practicality and convenience of a TV
lecture?
'
But what is quality education and.
can it be mass-produced? Today's,
students need to be a part ot the
learning process. Learning requires'
communication and communication
requires participation by all those,
involved in any learning experience.
Massive amounts of information are of
no significance if not presented in a
way that shows its relevance. It onlx
provides teachers to test students over.
Quality education cannot be achieved
in America if we as students are forced
into receiving a mass-produced
education.
We deserve the best if we are to bi
tomorrow's hope.
'
The BG News welcomes and
encourages all letters to the
editor. Letters may comment on
other letters, columns, editorials
or may address any subject a
student, faculty member or other
reader feels the need to comment
on.
We ask. however, that all letters
remain in good taste and in accord
with the laws of libel. No personal
attacks on another person will be
allowed.
The News maintains the right
to edit or reject letters and
columns.
Letters should be a maximum
of 300 words, typewritten and
triple-spaced.
All letters and guest columns
must include the author's name,
address and telephone number
and be signed. They can be
dropped off or mailed to the BG
News, 106 University Hall. Letters
are subject to verification.
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day in review
From Associated Press Reports
JIMMY CARTER combined a big
popular vote victory with an unexpected
lead in the battle for delegates and said
yesterday that Pennsylvania marked the
"last gasp" of any organized movement
to stop his drive for the Democratic
presidential nomination.
The former Georgia governor boasting
that "we're now No. 1," had won or was
leading for 65 of the state's 178 delegates
to the national convention as the vote
count continued today. Some results
were not expected until tomorrow.
At a morning news conference, Carter
said, "It would be unlikely that I could
be stopped now unless 1 made a mistake
and the biggest mistake would be to
become arrogant."
With 87 per cent of the 9,638
Pennsylvania precincts reported, Carter
led for 65 delegates, US Rep. Morris K.
Udall of Arizona was ahead for 22,
Pennsylvania Gov. Milton Shapp had 17,
Jackson had 16 and Alabama Gov.
Goerge C. Wallace had 3. There were 44
uncommitted.
In the popular contest, with 97 per
cent of the vote counted:
-Carter had 494,218 or 37 per cent;
-Jackson had 330,210 or 2S per cent;
-Udall had 251 ;846 or 19 per cent and
-Wallace had 152,785 or II percent.
Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey of
Minnesota, who has said he will not
campaign in the primaries but would
accept the nomination if offered it, said
the victory in Pennsylvania gave Carter a
lot of momentum, but noted there's still
a long way to go before the nominating
convention in July.

THE KREMLIN declared yesterday
that the Mideast stalemate is fraught with
the danger of a "new military explosion"
and called for a "radical political
settlement" of the situation involving the
Palestinians.
It accused Washington of using the US
presidential election campaign as an
excuse to stall resumption of the Geneva
peace talks, and said America's real aim
was to consolidate its grip on the Mideast.
The statement came as Secretary of
State Henry A. Kissinger, architect of
Mideast accords that excluded the
Soviets, toured Africa.
The Soviet Union also announced that
it formalized a one-year trade agreement
with Egypt worth about $575 million,
despite the low ebb in political relations
between the two countries.
In Tel Aviv, former Israeli Defense
Minister Moshe Dayan said he believed
the Arab world was prepared to accept a
formal state of no-war with Israel but was
not ready for peace.

FOUR TRIBAL CHIEFS were sworn
in yesterday as troubled Rhodesia's first
black members of the cabinet.
At the same time three Africans were
appointed deputy ministers as part of
Prime Minister Ian Smith's so-called "new
deal" for Rhodesia's 5.7 million blacks.
Rhodesia, governed by a white
minority, is under intense international
pressure to give the blacks majority rule.
The new ministers will be "responsible
for the view of African people"' in
Rhodesia and will "enjoy equal status
with their European colleagues." said a
government statement.
Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger,
in a major policy speech on Africa, called
Tuesday for a negotiated agreement to
give Rhodesia black majority rule within
two years.
Kissinger, on a two-week tour of
Africa, made the speech in Zambia. He
said to help secure a "just and durable"
solution in Rhodesia the Ford
administration will ask Congress to repeal
its authorization for the import of
Rhodesian chrome in defiance of UN
sanctions.
The appointments to the 16-man
cabinet of the new ministers are intended
as an alternative to constitutional talks
that broke down between the government
and black nationalist leaders last month.
The talks collapsed over demands by the
African National Council's moderate
domestic wing led by Joshua Nkomo for
majority rule within two years.

STEVEN SOLI AH, judged innocent in
a federal bank robbery trial, may still face
charges of harboring his underground
lover, Patricia Hearst.
Federal prosecutors in San Francisco
refused to rule out the possibility that
charges of aiding the newspaper heiress
would be reinstated against the
27-year-old housepainter.
"There are a number of possibilities,"
said Asst. US Atty. David Bancroft. "We
are evaluating all options and reviewing
all evidence which has come to light since
Sept. 18."
Soliah, who has said he lived with
Hearst during her last days as a fugitive.

was charged with harboring her when
they were arrested in San Francisco Sept.
18. But that charge was dropped after
Soliah was indicted here for allegedly
helping steal $15,000 from a Crocker
National Bank branch in suburban
Carmichael on April 21, 1975.

THE ECONOMIC INDEX designed by
the government to indicate future
economic trends declined in March for
the first time in five months, adding a
somber note to the improving economic
reports of recent weeks.
The commerce department said its
composite index of leading indicators
dropped by four-tenths of a per cent last
month. It was the first decline since a
five-tenths of a per cent drop in October
and followed on the heels of a
seven-tenths of a per cent increase in
February.
The significance of the March decrease
was not dear since economists generally
consider it takes three months of
successive increases or declines to signal a
turnaround in the economy.
For example, the economy continued
growing late last year despite no change
in the index during September and drop
in October.
The March report comes in the midst
of other economic indicators showing
that total output of goods and services
advanced at a relatively rapid 7.5 per cent
annual rate over the first three months of
this year, that inflation is still inching
along at an annual rate of less than three
per cent and that employment is
increasing while joblessness declines.
A slower growth rate and more rapid
inflation in the months ahead, however,
would be in line with what most
economists expect.

THE UNITED AUTO WORKERS
ll AW i probably will pick Ford Motor
Co. or General Motors Corp. as its strike
target during contract talks with the auto
industry this summer. UAW officials are
hinting.
"I think Ford is ripe for being the
target." union Vice President Ken
Bannon said Tuesday at a UAW-Ford
Council meeting, where 2SO delegates are
polishing contract proposals for
presentation to the No. 2 auto maker in
mid-July.
But UAW President Leonard
Woodcock, asked if he agreed Ford
should be the target, said he could "make
several good arguments" for picking
industry giant GM.
"We won't make a decision until
August." he added.
Union officials previously have singled
out GM and Ford as logical targets this
year because of their expected strong
recovery from a two-year industry
recession.
Current three-year contracts covering
some 725,000 hourly auto workers expire
Sept. 14. Talks open at each of the
companies during the week of July 19
Woodcock said the union's strike fund
will hold about $175 million by
September, enough to support an eight-or
nine-week strike against GM or a 17-week
strike against Ford.

GOV. JAMES A. RHODES and state
development director James A. Duerk
arrived in Tokyo yesterday for a five-day
visit to discuss the possibility of
expanding economic relations between
Japan and their state.
• Duerk said he and Rhodes will meet "a
number of Japanese industrial leaders."
"We can't disclose details because they
are of a confidential nature," he added.
The governor is to meet .with
executives of the Toyota Motor Corp.
and other Japanese car manufacturers.
Toyota has said that it might build an
assembly plant in the United States in the
1980s if the proposed Volkswagen plant
in the United States cuts into its
American sales.

MIDWESTERN OHIO soon may have
its own navy.
Sen. Robert T. Secrest (D-Cambridge),
won 26-6 Senate approval Tuesday of a
measure requiring the governor "to
organize and maintain within this state on
a cadre or reserve basis naval forces
capable of being expanded or trained to
defend this state whenever the Ohio
National Guard, or a part thereof, is
employed so as to leave this state without
adequate defense..."
Secrest told his colleagues that the bill,
despite its fancy language, actually would
empower the national guard, which owns
six vessels, to man them in times of
disasters, particularly floods. He
estimated its cost at about $5,000 to
start, and $20,000 a year thereafter,
including maintenance of ships and boats.

Firelands to host open house
THIS IS THE first open
house for area residents
since the dedication of the
North Building in 1973.
Shafer said, and only the
third in the eight-year
history of the campus.
Representatives from
Sandusky City Schools, the
Exchange Club of Sandusky
and the Sandusky Area
Chamber of Commerce in
1963 began discussing the
possibility of building a
college to serve Erie, Huron
and Ottawa counties. The
discussion was the result of

The funding from area
residents and businesses was
the result of "primarily, the
tremendous grass roots
effort by the people of this
area."

By Dennis J.Sa do w*i
Staff Reporter
The Firelands branch of
the University will host
Campus Community Day,
an open house to mark the
'lOth anniversary of a
fund-raising drive that
helped build the campus.
The event will run from
l-5:30pm. Sunday.
The open house is
designed to attract people
who usually do not come to
the Firelands campus, Roy
L. Sh.il oi. administrative
assistant at the Firelands
campus, said. He said the
open house will give the
members of the
communities around
Firelands a chance to see
what the branch has to offer
students.
•'About 7,000
individuals, businesses and
community groups made
contributions to the original
fund-ra'sing drive," he said.
"This is a chance for us to
say 'thank you' to those
people "

There is a strong
historical tie between the
Firelands area and Bowling
Green, he said. The first
three University presidents
were Sandusky school
a dminist ratois . and
University graduate students
often take extension courses
at the Firelands branch.

a study by the Ohio State
Education Bureau indicating
the area was in need of a
post-high school institution.
The Committee on
Educational Development
(COED) was formed in
March 1965 with the
objective of building a
University branch campus.
COED faced the problem of
raising more than $600,000
after the Ohio Board of
Regents allocated $1.75
million of the $2.4 million
needed to build the campus.
A deadline of March I.

1966. was set by the
Regents for COED to raise
the additional money. The
fund-raising drive began on
Jan. 17 of that year and by
March. $1,170,000 had
been raised.
THERE WERE about
580 students enrolled at the
Firelands campus when it
opened in 1968. Shafer said.
Last fall quarter over 1,000
students were enrolled and
winter and spring quarter
enrollments were the
highest ever, he added.

UFO scientist
to lecture here
The former scientific consultant on astronomy to the
United States Air Force's UFO investigation project will
lecture at the University Monday.
Dr. J. Allen Hynek. director of the Lindheimer
Observatory and chairman of the astronomy department
at Northwestern University, also is director of the Center
for UFO Studies in Evanston, III. Hynek will present a
slide lecture entitled, "The UFO Experience" at 8 p.m.
Monday in the Grand Ballroom. Union. Admission is
free and it is open to the public.
Hynek served as the Air Force consultant for 20 years
and has personally investigated hundreds of UFO
sighting reports around the woild.
After the Air Force terminated its UFO investigation.
Project Bluebook, Hynek established the Center for
UFO Studies with the cooperation of several scientists.

"WE'VE ALWAYS had a
strong interest from the
community." Shafer said. A
local advisory board to the
University Board of
Trustees informs the
trustees what the interests
of the communities are, he
added.
He said he expects at
least 500 people to attend
the open house.
The fund-raising drive
raised $1,170,000 from
persons in Erie. Huron and
Ottawa counties.
"Everybody wanted an
institution and wanted it to
be part of Bowling Green,"
Shafer said.

HYNEK AND HIS associates are trying to deal with
the scientific problems of UFO research.
"You can't bring a UFO into the laboratory. You
can't study it in a way a scientist likes to study things,"
Hynek said.
The center operates a toll-free telephone number
which is used by police and other agencies to transmit
sighting reports.
After the lecture Hynek will participate in an informal
discussion session with individuals in the main lounge of
Anderson Hall. Harshman Quad.
Dr. J. Allen Hynek

Handicapped child's unique experiences
may cause rejection.disapproval in peers
By Rene* Murawski
Staff Reporter
A child living in a world
of x-rays, intravenous
feedings and physical
therapy must face problems
a normal child never
encounters.
Karen Metzler. a health
care consultant who spent
much of her growing years
hospitalized for a severe
form of spina bifida, a
congenital cleft of the spinal
cord, yesterday described
that world and its

Chronically hospitalized
children have difficulty
relating their medical
experiences with the
everyday experiences of
their peers, she said.
Metzler recalled returning
to school after a hospital
stay and the communication
problems that resulted with
her classmates. "Everyone
in the class was talking
about a field trip they had
gone on. I was left out of
the conversation because all
my experiences had to do
with the hospital," she said.

difficulties during a piogram
sponsored by the College of
Health and Community
Services.
Social stigmatization and
rejection often confront a
child with a physical
disability, disfigurement or
disease, according to
Metzler.
METZLER SAID
children must be provided
with as much common
experience as possible in
order to break down these
attitudinal barriers.

Metzler said a physical
disability should not be the
sole determinant of a
person's status.
"I am opposed to
classifying people as
handicapped. The only
place for the word
handicapped is as an
adjective. That adjective is
only one of many attributes
a person has," she said.
"I have a handicap, but I
am not handicapped. I have
brown hair, but I am not
brown hair. It's the same
reasoning," she said.

- According to Metzler,
the lifestyle of the entire
family changes when a child
has a medical problem.
"THE STRAIN ON the
family can cause a person to
feel very guilty." she said.
Regardless of society's
emotional response to
people with handicaps,
these persons are expected
to participate normally in
the world. This can be
difficult because of
educational neglect and
discrimination in
employment, Metzler said.
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Unicyclist rides amidst smiles, stares ft
By Bob Bortel
Makeup Editor
With spring comes warm
weather and the unusual. At
the University, the unusual
could include the unicycle.
A handful of University
students can be seen daily,
pedalling these simple
one-wheeled vehicles to
class. But riding one of
these machines is not so
easy, according to Nicholas
T. Vangeloff, senior and
one of the University's
uni cyclists.
"It's not something you
can just get on and ride,"
Vangeloff said. "It's like
learning how to walk."
HE HAS BEEN riding a
unicycle for more than a
year. He said he gained
interest in riding from his
roommate, who also owns
one.
"I first learned to ride on
my roommate's unicycle,"
Vangeloff said. He practiced

riding in nil apartment
building hallway which
allowed him to place his
hands on each wall so he
could keep hit balance while
pedalling.
He explained another
way for the beginner to
learn to ride is to use two
poles or sticlci, ski style,
bracing himself when
pedalling.
"The hardest part of
unicycling is learning to
keep your balance, turning
corners and mounting the
unicycle," Vangeloff said.
"It is learning more what
not to do rather than what
to do."
He said he managed
successfully to ride a
unicycle after four days of
practice. As a beginner, he
would also lean the unicycle
against a tree or wall to help
keep his balance while
mounting it.
••IT'S UNIQUE, that's
part of it," he said. "It's

novel and also I need the
exercise. On a unicycle, you
always have to be moving,
you can never coast."
"You really can't hurt
yourself on a unicycle.
Generally when you mess
up on a unicycle you land
on your feet."

Nicholas T. Vangeloff demonstrates his capabilities of
unicycle riding on hii one-wheeler as he pedals off to
dais.
(Newipholo by Daniel Ho)

Car rally to be conducted
A car rally, similar to a
"predicted log boat race,"
will be conducted here May
16, sponsored by the PI
Kappa Phi fraternity.
Competitors in a
"predicted log race attempt
to finish a tet course in a
time predicted when they
began.
The rally's course will
cover approximately 100
miles around the city and
participants will be required

to stop at nine checkpoints
along the route, Robert V.
Wilcox Jr., Pi Kappa Phi
chaplain, said.
"Cars will have to arrive
at each checkpoint at a
certain time," Wilcox said.
"Points will be deducted for
being early or late;" TWO PEOPLE must ride
in each car and there is an
entry fee of SS, he said.
Trophies will be awarded
for first, second and third

places.
"The race will start at 10
a.m. by the Ice Arena and
end about four hours later
at the same place." Wilcox
said. "It's open to any
University students who
want to participate."
Registration for the race
will be held Wednesday,
May 12, from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. in the Union. Prior
registration can be held by
contacting Kevin T. Seward
at 372-4254.

Reagan of being superficial
and irresponsible in his
charge that the United
States has fallen behind the
Soviet Union in military
capability.
American military power
has become the major issue
between Ford and Reagan,
and the President repeated
over and over that the
United States ii No. 1 as he
campaigned for votes in
Saturday's important Texas
primary.
Without mentioning
Reagan by name, Ford told
a forum in Tyler yesterday
morning that, "We should
exercise great caution
before heeding the words of
a man who obviously has no
experience and little
understanding of the
complexity of national
defense matters.
"I BELIEVE that a man
who is campaigning for the
highest office in the land
must be willing to talk

SUMMER
JOBS, JOBS. JOBS
College trained men and women will be
considered to supplement our permanent
staff in district offices throughout the United
States.
These positions are full time summer
jobs. We are searching for applicants who
are ambitious, dependable and hard working.
Excellent opportunity for advancement.
You may continue to work on a parttime or full time basis next fall if you desire.
For district office address or for appointment with our local manager, Cad Robbie,
after April 18th, 9 a.m. to Sp.m., Mon .
thru Fri. ■

1-242-9597
APPEARING AT
OHIO NORTHERN UNIVERSITY

By Tom Schrock
StalT Writer
Academic Council
yesterday approved the
revised Fiielands governance
document and discussed a
proposal for a doctor of
philosophy degree in career
and technology education.
The governance
document, which was
revised twice in response 'o
council suggestions, will b.

"THIS COUNTRY must
have a president who can do
more than scratch the
surface of complicated
problems," Ford said. "It Is
not enough to ask
questions. It it not enough
to offer criticism."
Ford laid it ii the
obligation of every
candidate for the presidency
to offer alternatives and to
provide answers to the
questions he raises.

Herman suggested
planners consider
terminating outdated

graduate programs in favor
of new ones. He said the
federal government if
encouraging increased
attention to career
development education.
The program will he
designed for persons
entering either public or
private education and career
training programs and
encourages continued
research after graduation.
Herman said.
"The problem is there are
no models and no PhDs in
this area," Herman said.
Became no PhDs are
available to staff this
program, faculty personnel
will come from a variety of
areas, he said.
Dr. David Elsass, dean of
the College of Education,
endorsed the program.
"These are not ideal times

;*>
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Special activities slated
for siblings weekend
By Norms Steele
Staff Reporter
Younger brothers and sisters will be
traveling to campus Saturday and Sunday
for Little Siblings Weekend, sponsored by
the Office of Residence Programs.
Buses will not be transporting siblings
because they are difficult to arrange, costly
and feedback from last year indicated that
most parents would rather bring the children
themselves, according to Kathy O. Venema,
Batchelder's hall director.
Activities are scheduled for the two-day
event, which is the third to be held at the
University.
THE WEEKEND officially will start
Saturday morning, with a bowling party at

the Union-from 10-noon. The lanes in the
Buckeye Room will be available to students
for SI .50 for three games.
From 1-5 p.m. buses will leave from
Batchelder, Bromfield, Founders and
McDonald West for a trip to the Toledo Zoo.
The trip is open to dorm residents, who are
accompanied by a sibling. Cost of the bus
trip is 50 cents and special admission to the
zoo is 25 cents a person.
Reservations for the zoo trip buses, are
already closed.
.
,, 1,,,.,Vi
The Natatorium will be open from 3-8
p.m. on Saturday for recreational swimming.
At 8 Saturday night, two Disney films will
be shown in the Kohl Hall cafeteria.
Several individual residence halls also may
plan additional activities, Venema said.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Have

Play

Putt-Putt*
lOMtkUM STREET
oanrt, onto

MONDAY • DOLLAR DAY • 9 A.M. UNTIL 6 P.M. PLAY ALL YOU WANT FOR
$1.00 TOURNAMENTS AT 11 A.M., 1 P.M. AND 5 P.M.
TUESDAY - BONUS DAY - BUY A GAME GIVE A GAME CARD - BONUS HOLE
- LADIES PLAY FREE WHEN ACCOMPANIED BY A GENTLEMAN.
WEDNESDAY • TOURNAMENT NITE • TOURNAMENTS AT 7:30 P.M. AND
10:00 P.M. DOUBLE STAMP DAY ON REFUND CARDS
THURSDAY • DOLLAR NITE - 6 P.M. TILL MIDNIGHT. PLAY ALL YOU WANT
FOR $1.00. TOURNAMENTS AT 7 P.M.. 9 P.M. AND 11 P.M.

•OWIINQ

Clip this coupon!
And get thrM games for only S t .00
Bring three friends along We II let
mam in on thai deal, too
1033 t MAM |T,
•OWllftO OMEN, OMW

FRIDAY - MCDONALDS DAY • WIN A HAMBURG,
CHEESEBURG OR A FISH SANDWICH BY SCORING A
HOLE IN ONE ON DESIGNATED HOLES. LIMITED ONE
PER CUSTOMER PER DAY.
HOURS OF OPERATION ARE 9 A.M. TILL MIDNIGHT •
MONDAY THRU SATURDAY. SUNDAY -12 NOON TILL
MIDNIGHT. NOTE: WEATHER PERMITTING.

CALL 352-5566 FOR GROUP RATES

A special ring presentation
with your Josten's representative.
Thursday, April 29
10:00 - U«00
UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING

3 People
2 BEDROOM 2 BATH
FOR THE PRICE OF
2 BEDROOM 1 BATH
OFFER GOOD MAY 3RD THRU MAY 15TH
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to propose new doctorate
programs, but the
University must be
responsive to concents
about career education
leadership," he said.
Dr. William A. Kirby.
professor of mathematics.
said he is "disturbed by the
slim vote of confidence by
the graduate council."
According to Herman,
the graduate council,
consisting of 25 voting
members, approved the
program on March 8 by a
6-4 vote. There were six
abstentions.
Rothe said council
members should present
questions and suggestions to
Dr. Richard A. Swanson,
professor of industrial
education and technology,
and the matter would be
discussed further at the next
meeting.

WINTHROP SOUTH APTS.

at the King-Horn Center

DOORS OPEN AT 7:15 PM

seriously about his policies
and the consequences ot his
policies," Ford said.
"When it comes to the
life and death decisions of
our national security, the
decisions made must be the
right ones. There are no
retakes in the Oval Office.
"Gllbness is not good
enough; superficiality is not
good enough. Every serious
candidate for the presidency
must be equal to the
burdens and responsibilities
of the presidency," he said.

passed to University
President Hollis A. Moore
Jr. and Provost Kenneth W.
Rot he for final approval.
Bowling Green may be
the first university to offer a
PhD in career and
technology education if the
program it approved by
Academic Council, the
Board of Trustees and the
Ohio Board of Regents,
according to Dr. George
Herman, professor of
speech
HERMAN SAID although
the regents have been under
pressure to reduce the
growth rate of graduate
programs at state
universities, the "climate of
review Is about as good as
we can hope to find."
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FRIDAY, APRIL 7th
8 PM

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT
FINDERS RECORDS IN B.C.
AND THE BOSU UAO OFFICE

VANGELOFF SAID he

gets mixed reactions from
people he passes while
riding across campus.
"Some people smile, but
usually people wait till I
pass and then turn around
and look.
"People get a kick out of
it. It makes them smile."

SPECIAL FOR FALL

THE SPINNERS

*6°° in advance
*7°° day of concert

when I have more than I can
carry in my hands."
He explained that he does
not have to worry about
people stealing his unicycle;
he carries it Into the
classroom with him.

Doctorate degree proposed
in career, technology education

Ford questions Reagan's
capabilities in Texas speech
FORT WORTH, Tex.
(AP)-President Ford, in a
campaign speech yesterday,
questioned whether
Republican challenger
Ronald Reagan is equal to
the
burdens and
responsibilities of the
presidency.
Specifically, he accused

Vangeloff also owns a
three-speed bicycle, but said
riding a unicycle is more
convenient.
"I usually carry a
briefcase with me and to
ride a bicycle with a
briefcase is impractical. The
only time problems arise are

I >

j '
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BGU-TV offers training
|» From page one
The fictor that brings
I .together all the divisions at
I .Channel 57 and helps them
work are the student
'employes. A student's
I <areer begins at the bottom
I .of the ladder, and because
there are many aspirants to
"'practical experience" jobs
[•at Channel 57, the
| .competition is rough.
According to operations
|>nanager Larry Reid. if a
•student comes in asking for
I ^ Job but never returns or
shows interest, he will not
| "be called to work.
Once a person becomes
| .known to Reid and his
scheduling secretary, he
'may be called in to work
I'Quite often, the beginner is
f .called in to paint a set for a
new production or run
errands for a director.
' THESE JOBS continue to
I Ae scheduled for the student
.until he has proved that he
honestly wants to work
there--for comparatively low
•pay and at any kind of job.
•The student will then start
up the next rung of the
ladder-no matter how much
'previous experience he may
•have had.
. This is often on the
production end-with jobs as

noorperson, cameraperson,
light crew member or
audioperson. Student
employes then branch Into a
special field
of
lnterest--whether It is
graphics, public relations,
news or performance, but
often a student is scheduled
in production for several
quarters before he is
considered sufficiently
trained to be expert in
pr oduction-- or to
specialize.
According to Reid, there
are approximately 100
students who may appear at
the station in the course of
a year, but only about 46
are paid at each time period.
Of those students, there is
only a minority that
become expert at their jobs.
Reid estimated there are
three good directors m a
year, 12 camera operators,
five audio persons. 12
telecine operators (they run
the tape, slide and film
machines) and five switchers
(a position similar
to
technical director.)
REID SAID about 50
people who once worked at
Channel 57 now hold
commercial media jobs. He
said perhaps 30 students

developed by Harvey with
cooperation from Barbara
Rothe of the Wood County
unit of the cancer society.
HARVEY stressed that
the entire sorority has been
involved in the project, with
members responsible for
arrangements, materials and
publicity.
The project, aimed at
women on campus, will
include three programs
nightly from Sunday to
Tuesday and also May 9-11
Harvey said she hopes the
program will provide
valuable information to
women.

| ^ ,_.

'Guys and Dolls'
The Broadway musical "Guys and Dolls" will be
presented through Sunday at 8 p.m. in the Main
Auditorium. University Hall.
Tickets are on sale today at the theaire box office,
University Hall, which is open weekdays from I I a.in S
p.m. Reservations may be made by calling 372-2719,
Tickets are 50 cents for University students. S I 25 for
children and highschool students and $2.25 foi adults.

American studies
Steve Brash, news director at WBGU-TV, gives special instructions
to WilHe Roaaer, student cameraman. (Newsphoto by Mindy

IMapa)

Some of the killers and
gunmen emerging from jail
joined the "law," as
represented by the
undisciplined mili'.ias who
control various sections of
the country.

For law-abiding
Lebanese, already battered
by a year of fighting which
has left 17.000 dead, the
presence in their midst of
the country's entire criminal
population is a serious
danger.

An Armenian goldsmith
who had testified against
Hagop Slmonian, a
well-known Armenian
gangster, and helped send
him to prison for life for the
robbery murder of another
gold merchant, saw
Simonian recently in a cafe
in Jounieh, a port in the
Christian area.
'

THE PRISONS opened
after the army and police
force disintegrated and
private armies, Moslem and
Christian liberated inmates
from 27 prisons on both
sides.

"I WAS terrified," he
said. "He could kill me for
revenge and get away with
another murder. There's no
law."
Among the escapees is
Ahmed Kaddour, wanted on
42 counts, eight of them
involving murder. "A
mechanical killer," police
called him.
Another prisoner to

11-2 P.M. SATURDAY

DELUXE
2BDRM
FURNISHED
ARTS.

352-6293
APTS AVAILrtBLL
FdR SUMMER

705 7th STREET

WAYNE
APTS.
DELUXE 2 BDRM.
FURNISHED APTS
APTS. AVAILABLE
FOR FALL
CALL FOR APPT.
3720052
IFNO ANSWER
CALL 352-3029 '

724
Sixth St.

L66K AT THESE
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I NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER & FALL SCHOOL YEAR OF 1976 I

13 QQOD REASONS FOR LIVING AT CAMPUS MANOR
• Ntw - Modtm - Furnished • Cable T.V.
• 2 rrvki. Walk to Campus
• 5 min. Walk to Downtown
'• 25 business establishments at your front door
• Entrance doors secured at all times
• Large freezer for additional food savings
• Intercom between apartments & entrance
• Free parking at your front door
• Qas barbeque grill for the gourmet cook
• No car required, save on gas, parking & operating cost
• No long walks on those zero winter days in mud & slush
• Waf lighted streets between apts., campus and shopping areas

...AUtruMNTS II.M...WITMI.O.I

SATURDAY-SUNDAY BARCAIN MATINEE'S
ADMITS ONirtl.tSI

-STARIVM

SI 981

DARNET INDOOR
- OUTDOOR
JART SAFETY
GAME
BUTTER
COCOA CHIP
& ASSORTED
COOKIES I LB.

.OPEN AT
6:45 PM

Cinei*a U2
NOW....FIRST RUN

"HUSTLE" TONIGHT AT 7:30 AND 9:40 PM

She* the call alrt
Hcsthccop.
They both
tafcc their lobs
seriously

PERSCRIPTIONS
COSMETICS
HEALTH A
BEAUTY AIDS
PARTY SUPPLIES

BURT
REYNOLDS
CATHCRTC
DENEUVE

•HUSTLER
jTSzssr -

1.59
MOW OtMl V

4.99

HELD 0VER...3RD RECORD WEEK!
SEE...-TAXI DRIVER" AT 7:30 AND 9:30 PM
On every street in every city in this country there's a nobody
i of being somebody- He *» ■ lonely forgotten
man desperate lo prove thai he's alive.

•A JOLTING film to remember''
-W.«»m Wo* &» Maw*
COLUMIU PK TURIS «mfM>

ROBERT DEN1RO

TAXI DRIVER

KOBEY'S
POTATOESTIX

WHIFFLE BALL
&BAT

DR. SCHOLL
EXERCISE
SANDALS

10.99
STARTS TONITE...SEE IT AGAIN!
"BUTCH CASSIDY" AT 7:30 AND 9:40 PM

• Friendly Helpful Landlords
FOR THE CREAM OF THE CROP,
GO CAMPUS MANOR
PROM '240.00 PER PERSON PER QUARTER

BUTO+& THE KID ARE BACK I
A

ALL'UTILITIES INCLUDED EXCEPT ELECTRIC (HEAT & A/C BY OAS)
M00EL OPEN NOON TILL 4:30 P.M. WEEKDAYS
TUESDAY EVENINC 7 - 9 PM
SATURDAY 11 A.M. • ZP.M.

DISCOUNT
DRUG STORES

<A$Cu
*%&$>

Complete Prescription Service
Lei iray S Mi 'Our Prescription

3527365

THURSDAY IS STUDENT NIGHT

'DISCOUNTS
ON

SKYSNAKE
& PUFFER KITES

BEHIND BURGER CHEF & CRUSTY'S PIZZA PUB
NEXT TO STERLING MILK & DORSEY DRUG

*%£*>

BARGAIN PRICES

Prlen good thru May 7.1976

CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS

352-9302
EVENINGS AND WEEKENDS

The spring meeting of the Ohio-Indiana American
Studies Assoc. will be held at the University tomorrow
and Saturday.
Pierre Michel, director of American Studies at the
University of Liege in Belgium will speak about
"Prospectives on America: 1976" at a luncheon on
Saturday,
The meeting is open to faculty and students who may
pre-iegister by contacting Dr. Payne at the Centei fur
American Studies or by calling 372-0110 Registration
tomorrow will begin at I p.m. in the Alumni Room,
Union.

AT
GRAY'S

«

OPENINGS FOR 1^4 STUDENTS
TO FILL 4-MAN APTS (FALL SCHOOL YEAR)
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES (21 BEDROOM (1-4) STUDENTS SUMMER QUARTER

HAMPTON
HOUSE

Amencan University of
Beiml Robert Najemy of
Worccstei.
Mass., and
anothei professor. He is
now free.
With a doicn right-wing,
left-wing. Christian and
Moslem private armies
heavily armed and under
loose discipline, if any,
Beirut is already a paradise
for looting, aimed robbery,
and extortion.
"With the woisl criminals
loose, it's a nightmare." said
a hotel manager who last
week went through the
humiliating experience of
politely serving drinks free
to a man he knew as an
escaped murderer, fearing if
he did not. the man would
use force.

benefit from the break was
terrorist Aly Farrouh.
member of the Communist
gang that occupied the Bank
of America in Beirut in
1973 and killed John
Crawford Maxwell, 52, of
Long Beach. Calif., Lebanon
representative for Douglas
Aircraft.
Also released were two
Palestinians, Mohammed
Tirawi and Mohammed
Fakhouri. accused of raping
a Canadian girl, Charlotte
Border), and killing her
boyfriend, British United
Nations official Keith
Waugh.
EARLIER THIS year
N.ijim Najim. an expelled
Jordanian student, shot and
killed the dean of the

MODEL OPEN...

conmniam flM pirking

110 E. NAPOLEON RO. -30

"Songs of Life-Lives of Songs." an hour-long
production of American Indian folklore will he
presented at 8 p.m. Friday in 115 Education Bldg.
The multi-media production is dramatized with slides
and sounds of the native Americans' lifestyles.
The show is free and open to the public

NOON TIL 4:30 P.M. WEEKDAYS
TUESDAY EVENING 7 9 PM

1W7

in bv 10:00 1.11).
out by 4:00 p.m.

Folklore program

———————«

!=-.. BG tine*

;

An informal meeting of classified staff employes will
be held at 7 30 tonight in the Capital Room. Union 1 'lie
meeting, sponsored by the Womens Caucus, will discuss
areas of common concern among employes and plans lor
programming, including speakers.

BEIRUT. Lebanon (APVIn the anarchy of Lebanon's
civil war the prisons have
emptied, turning loose
among the people 3.200
criminals including
psycopathic killers,
terrorists, thieves and spies.
Also benefitting from the
nationwide prison break
were 16 Americans serving
time on drug charges. All
but one of the Americans
has managed to get out of
the country, a US official
said.

Cancer programs
to be given

• THE PROGRAMS, which
> will feature a short lecture,
films and pamphlets, are
being presented by Chi
Omega and the American
■ Cancer Society.
The idea for the
' campus-wide information
1
program was originated by
, Jeanne Harvey, Chi Omega
president, who wanted to
' find a philanthropy and
• service project that went
, beyond "just donating
money to some charity."
' Campus seminars were

Classified staff

Beirut fighting springs criminals

Correction
It was incorrectly reported In yesterday's News that
the forensics team received a S22.000 grant from the
Parent's Club and the Alumni Association to enable the
team to attend next year's national competition.
The true figure. $500, is a grant which will allow the
team to participate in the 1976 national competition.

i Programs on smoking and
.cancer and uterine and
breast cancer will be
'presented during the next
.two weeks by members of
.Chi Omega sorority.
Twenty-three programs will
' be presented to women in
• dormitories and sorority
. houses.

local briefs

who now work at the
station are qualified to work
in a commercial station.
Classroom experience
does not offer enough
preparation to work in the
television industry, he said.
"Employers want to see
that you've done something.
"We're a professional
station. We're better in
some ways because we let
the students do everything,"
he said. Each student that
works at WBGU-TV is
trained to do several of the
28 different experiences it
provides.
Student employe Ned
Tate said. "WBGU-TV has
given me a first-hand
experience in television
broadcasting. From the first
day 1 was here, almost three
years ago. until now,
everything I have been
involved in at the station
has been for real
broadcasting purposes, not
for make-believe TV like the
classroom offers.
"I think this type of
atmosphere and training is
the best any person going
into broadcasting can have.
All the books in the world
on television couldn't match
the experience 1 have
received at WBGU-TV."
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Camping lanterns fit needs

Visitation restrictions
termed 'ineffective'

By BUI Fink
Outdoors Cohimaist

THIRTY-FOUR per cent said they
questioned the motives behind the
restricted policies and some expressed the
suspicion that "there's something they're
not telling us."

A survey of 70 dorm students to
measure student opinion about last
week's restricted dormitory visitation
policies showed that, while more than
half of the students surveyed thought the
action was justified, nearly all thought it
was ineffective.
Students surveyed this weekend were
almost unanimous in saying they believed
normal dorm security precautions would
have been sufficient to prevent incidents
if those rules had been followed
consistently.

A few students said they thought the
action did more to initiate a panic rather
than make students more aware.
Sixty-six per cent of the survey
answers indicated that students thought
the restrictions were established by
University administrators who were
attempting to protect the students.
Others said they thought administrators.
were trying to "save face" following the
incidents.

A majority of the students,
representing all of the dormitories on
campus, said they did not believe that the
Easter weekend rape and attempted rape
which triggered the action was as
uncommon as stated officially. It was
reported earlier that this was the first
reported rape in five years.

The survey revealed that 24-hour
visitation and coed dorms had far more
adverse opinion to the restrictions.

Our Dough is
TOUGH...
W« Hi PlMNtla • b«liv* tholptllO .in I
P'i/o unl*tf it hoi dough worthy lo
■upportu
A

HIM

"•»•' ►»•• it •• |*M4.

Any student in the
market for a new lantern for
this year's camping season
has probably noticed the
wide range of lanterns and
lights available to the
modern camper.
The right lantern for each
individual depends on his
personal needs.
Most backpackers get by
with just a candle or two,
and perhaps a small folding
candle lantern.
Theoretically, most
backpackers are bedded
down for the night soon
after dusk, tired from a full
day of hiking.
But for the typical
camper, those usin
umbrella or wall tents, there
is a need for more light.
This is where the camper
has a decision to make.
By far, the most popular
lantern in the past has been
the Coleman two-mantle
gasoline lantern. This model
will furnish the light power
of a 300-watt bulb for eight
to ten hours with one filling
of it's one-quart tank. It is

larger and more expensive
than the one-mantle lantern,
but gives off much more
light and is ideal for the
nigh I fisherman.
The one-mantle Coleman
gas lantern has a smaller fuel
capacity (1-3/5 pt.) and
consequently burns for a
shorter period of time.
ALTHOUGH these
lanterns are called
"gasoline" lanterns, they
will not run on regular
commercial gasoline.
Instead, a special, more
refined gas is manufactured
by the Coleman Company
for their lanterns and stoves.
White gas may be used if

KINSHASA, Zaire
(AP)--Black Africans
challenged Secretary of
State Henry A. Kissinger to
make good on his pledge of
opposition to white
minority regimes yesterday
while US officials
considered a protest to
Moscow over Ghana's

*•••••••••••••••
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PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
Management Agent For
Piedmont Apartment St - 8th St. & High
Haven House Manor -1515 E. Wooster
Buckeye House - 649 Sixth St.
Birch wood Place - 650 Sixth St.

KAPPA SIGMA

*

*
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Congratulate
Their New Officers:
LYNETTE 5ASS

P ,MK -.. . . MODEL OPEN - 15 DAILY
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"FOR AMERICA to be
taken seriously, therefore,
Africa will have to see, and
see quickly, concrete
American action," the
newspaper said.
The Tanzanian comment
agreed generally with
skeptical reaction from

MIKE HOMIER
KARL FREY
JOHN WIERWILLE

ABORTION
•123.00

Secretary-Treasurer

ANN JONES

*

JIM BURROWS
JEFF SKELLY
JOE PROKOP

MIHNISHI II

cancellation of a visit by
Kissinger.
Kissinger's promise of
"unrelenting opposition" to
white rule in southern
Africa "is no substitute for
action," Tanzania's
government newspaper said.
Kissinger had visited
Tanzania before going on to
Zambia where he made the
promise Tuesday.

SAN DIEGO (AP)-The
Marine Corps ordered
courts-martial yesterday for
three drill sergeants and a
captain in the death of a
110-pound recruit who was
beaten savagely during
mock bayonet practice.
Charges in the incident,
U1C
which has provoked the
imjjf
most intensive criticism,
crufl
the Corps since, six recr
narti
drowned itVi training mat
20 years ago. ranged up to
negligent homicide and
involuntary manslaughter.
Pvt. Lynn McClure, 20.
of Lufkin, Tex., was
knocked unconscious last
Dec. 6 in his second day of
training and died in the
Houston, Tex., veterans
hospital on March 13. An
autopsy showed McGure
had suffered massive skull

THETA CHI ANNOUNCES
THEIR NEW ACTIVES

SUMMER RATES '300

PI IIS FIREPI ftCI

TOLL FREE

9*.m.- lOp.m

1 800 438 5534

Leasing Office
PHbnfe 352-93
at Cherrywood Club 8th & Hiah St

SJMtfMIMlJlj'MlMMlMMMaMIMlllMli

IT

THE BROTHERS OF THETA CHI
WISH TO ANNOUNCE THEIR
SPRING PLEDGE CLASS

seviis

IICREDIBLEl

ROY'S HAMBURGERS
MORE THAN COMPETITORS!
Amazing but true, Roy Rogers All-Beef Quarter Pound
Hand-Molded Made-Fresh-Daily on a Toasted Buttered
Sesame Seed Bun Hamburgers Cost NO More!
AND you an help yourself to the Fixin's.
No dab of this, dab of that-take it or
leave It. QUALITY Pod'ners,
at a price you can afford!
•You Know Who.

Roy
Rogers
Family Restaurants
JOO E. Wooster
1741 Woodville Rd
Bowling Green
Norlhwood

Two other camp lanterns, .
those fueled by kerosene;,_
and carbide, are almost '
obsolete to modern/
campers. Kerosene lanterns, ,
although more economical
than any of the othen
mentioned don't produce
half the light modem".,
lanterns do. Carbide lamps ^
are extremely dangerous'
and are unpopular because '
they emit obnoxious fumes. ■
Whatever you're looking',
for in a camping lantern,
there is one or. the market
that will fit your needs.

black African leaders
following Kissinger's speech.
In South Africa the
reaction was harsher, and a
leading opposition member
of parliament told Kissinger
to "go to hell" and stop
trying to blackmail South
Africa.
"We South Africans
opposed to government
policy will bring about our
own changes in South
Africa because it is right and
not because America or
Russia or anybody else tells
us what to do," declared
Vausc Raw. who has fought
the government on race
issues for 28 years.
IN

KINSHASA, where

Kissinger arrived Tuesday
from Zambia, a member of'
bis staff said a formal',
protest to the Soviet.,
government was
contemplated in connection
with Ghana's cancellation of.'
Kissinger's visit.
"We know for a fact that
the Soviets have beej
an»
agitating wih the Ghanaian
government and with '
Ghanaian students over tlit., j
visit." the Kissinger aidt»f j
said.
The official reason given '
for the cancellation, cabled-•
Tuesday from Accra by US,
Ambassador Shirley Temple
Black was thai the chief ofc*
state. Col. Ignatiu**
Achcampong, was sick.
w

3

Marine's death probed

Vice President
CHERYL MIESSE

••••••••••••••••

Leasing Now For Summer and Fall

POOl

However, these LP
lanterns don't bum quite as
long as a gas lantern and

ANOTHER TYPE of
camp light is the wet-eelI
battery lantern. These
portable fluorescent lights
provide good illumination,
but are best used on short
trips only. Most are
rechargable from either a
I 2-volt automobile
cigarette-lighter adapter or
an ordinary 110-volt house
current. I've found these
wet-cell lanterns to be more
fragile and less dependable

than gas or LH lanterts bu
they are still relatively new
in outdoor use.

President

Efficiency 1 & 2 bet>room and houses
furnished & unfurnished

■> HHinOO'l APIS

These lanterns furnish
illumination equal to that of
a gas lantern and no
pumping, adjusting or filling
is necessary.

they cost more to fill. The
exception to this is when
the LP gas is bought in large
quantities, but these large
tanks are a nuisance around
the campsite.

S Black Africans rap Kissinger

* STARDUSTERS *

^
^

necessary, but it will foul
lantern parts quickly.
Also available for each of
these lanterns is a metal
reflector which adapts to
the glove of the lantern
giving it a- flood light effect.
Newest on the market are
the liquified petroleum gas
lanterns, which include
butane and propane fuels.

DAVID ABE

RICHARD MONTZ

BRUCE ROHRER

and brain damage
apparently after being
battered by "pugil sticks,"
stave-like wooden sticks
with padded ends.

Houghton. commanding
general of the Marine Corps,*
Recruit Depot.
. >
A lawyer lor the McClure
family has quoted several of*
the other Marines involved*
in the combat drill as saying,
they were forced to fighf^
McClure, one at a time, even
after he begged for mercy."
None of those recruits wis,
identified.

McCLURE'S mother has
filed a S3.5 million
wrongful death claim
against the Marine Corps. A
congressional investigation
has been urged by Rep.
Charles Wilson (D-Tex.).
Lawyer John Gyorkos'
The commandant of the
Marine Corps Recruit Depot played a tape for reporters,
said Tuesday that he earlier this month in which
expects an investigation to one of these Marines said
be held. Wilson said the young Texan was forced"
McClure should never have to fight a succession of men.,
been recruited because he all larger than himself and
"all I can hear are Ills'
had an arrest record and a
history of mental screams, asking for the«
mercy of God."
. ,
retardation.
Col. R.A. Seymour, who
The Marines have made"
commanded the special
several changes in training!,
training unit, and a second
methods since McClure'^
captain agreed to accept
death. These changes'
administrative nonjudicial
punishment for dereliction ' included an end to Sunday'
workouts and the banning,
of duties, a Marine
of drills with pugil sticks x
spokesman said.
although a spokesman said
the McClure incident M
THE ACTION was taken
not spark the reforms.
" •
by Maj. Gen. Kenneth J.

fhmihe

Gotham
Express the

love that is in
TONY EMBREE
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*
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ANDY OSTHOFF BOB SMRECANSIO

I GARY McBRIDE

CRAIG PARKER

JOE WESEL

PAT AAllllSOR

BOB RINN

ROD WINKLE

your heart

FOR RENT

Words are fine,

818 7th St. &
707 6th St. Apts.

2 Bedroom 1 Vt bath
Fall rates - 4 people
•65 without dishwasher/person/month
•70 with dishwasher/person/month
Summer rates $120/ apt./month
CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONING
For more Information
call 352-1476
anytime

«*.<^>»i****.«■«.»»*.«**«»»«»*«»«.»«..«.* a*******

but frbtipets* say
it so lastingly,
so affectionately
BrigMtA iai«Ml world M... ,| . tyn.l.nf pi*. Foil of oormtft
and offKlton C-vo . Mopp»t.*pot«l.lr htormo Fill v» «ortr)
•••"""J CI~~lron.oor-o.HlKllonolm.ie>!
•no nofhomral MoapoH.

IB N. MM St,
353-6691

BWELHV>TORB
lOWLING CKIIN.OHIO

HOURS: M&FRI EVENINGS
T-W-TH 9:306:30
SAT. 9:30-5
35&6691
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all her'the herb lady'
By DcMic Gcbaiyt

Variety is the spice of life, and storeowner Barbara
l-Rothuxk is out to prove it One step inside het shop,
f."Calico, Safe and Thyme" at I IS Clay St., will show she
means business-the herb and spice business, that is.
The store is small and the smell of drying herbs and hand
I varved wood fills the air. It is decorated with antiques from
I .Rothrock's husband's family. Just inside the door is a
wooden rocker which serves as a display rack for quilts and
'toys. A black wioughiiron stove stands next to the cash
| 'drawer.
Blonde wood shelves hold candles, soaps, tea balls, candle
I _snuffers and numerous books on herbs, their growth and
uses.
• OVER 40 per
I .handmade. Items
sachets to wreaths
I'children's clothes

cent of Rothrock's merchandise is
range from herb teas, bath salts and
and decorations. Tea cozies, aprons and
are *!■ nude by Rothrock and three

'■assistants.

An additional 30 people work on consignment for the
'shop, producing macrame, patchwork and wooden and
I 'stuffed toys.
» Then comes what Rothrock calls her pride and joy-the
.herbs. Behind the cashier desk are between 25-30 varieties
'of plants and seeds arranged on shelves. Bunches of drying
' herb flowers waiting to be sold for decoration or made into
■tea blends are hung overhead
. Rothrock said her interest in herbs was an accident. She
began growing herbs at home for cooking and her interest

increased When she moved to Bowling Green she heard
about the Maumee Valley Herb Society in Toledo and has
become very active in it.
THROUGH THIS organization she became involved in
the planting of an herb garden in Crosby Park in Toledo,
and has made herb products for local shows. When the
work turned into a year-round business, she opened her
shop in September, 1975.
Rothrock said it was like a detective hunt trying to find
wholesale herb outlets but she found them and continued
the shop.
"1 tried to keep the shop confined to the herb motif in
pottery, accessories and books, and now even customers
give me ideas for new goods," she said.
In addition to running the shop and cooking the herbs,
she has meetings in the store after hours and has spoken to
mothers' clubs, homemakers' groups and garden clubs on
colonial and present-day uses of herbs.
SHE SAID she serves herbal refreshments at these
meetings, including rosemary bars, which are popcorn sticks
made with an herb Wend. She offers free herb-ofthe-mor.th
recipes and has developed most of the recipes herself.
April's herb-of-the-month is chervil, and recipes for
chervil baked chicken breasts is this month's give-away. In
May, the herb will be coriander and Rothrock is offering
recipes for both cookies and a cheese ball made with the
spice.
"When you cook for 15 straight years, you get up quite a
repertoire," Rothrock said.

Humphrey may campaign in Jersey
\on behalf af uncommitted Dem slate
' WASiilNGTON (AP)•Sen Hubert H. Humphrey
.said yesterday he may
authorize an "exploratory
committae" to assess
'whether he should become
■an active Democratic
.presidential candidate but
then suffered a setback to
'his hopes in the June 8 New
'Jersey primary.
< A source close to Rep.
.Peter W. Rodino Jr., the
New Jersey congressman
'who gained national
'attention as chairman of the
.impeachment hearings in
1974. said Rodino might
'resign from a slate of
•uncommitted delegates
.entered by Humphrey
supporters in the states's
Democratic primary.
• The source said Rodino.
.chairman of the slate, has
decided to resign if

Humphrey does not become
a declared candidate.
Rodino has not made a final
decision on whether to
remain part of the slate even
if Humphrey does declare
himself a candidate, the
source said.
THE SOURCE said
Rodino is upset with an
attempt by Humphrey
supporters to tie up the
New Jersey delegates.

+
*
*
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Humphrey supporters put
the uncommitted New

Ridge Manor
519 Ridge St.

3 man
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\ *

•290 - 9'/» mo.
270 - 12 mo.
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•320 - 9Vi mo.
300-12 mo.

fully furnished
- all utilities paid
CALL 352-0717

w

>lm» Piurvir attends to her flowers while working at "CaUco. Sage and Thyme,"
*n hCTb snop °" CUy S"T*' The *°P •«">"*» home-grown herbs, inventive
recipes and original toys, patchworks and macrame. (Newtphoto by Mindy
MHIigan)
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Full Court. Fimily
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412 EAST WOOSTER
BANQUET ROOM

Closed Monday
412EastWoost«r

'130 PER MONTH
PLUS ELECTRIC

2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
•115 PER MONTH
FOR 1 OR 2 PERSONS

^
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President
TONY GIAMELLO
Vice President
STEVE FLETCHER
Secretary
JOHN KUPANOFF
Treasurer
JOE DUNN
Asst. Treasurer
MARK WARD
Social Chairman
PETE VILLARI
Asst. Social Chairman.JIM BURROWS
Pledge Trainer
JOHN FEIOCK
Public Relations
MIKE HOMIER
IFC Representative
JOHN KERNS
Communications
STEVE BOOTH
Athletic Chairman
MARK DiSALVO
Librarian
KARLFREY
Historian....
STEVE MOYER
Chaplin
RICK JAMES
Guards

ED DEE
TERRY SPRING

214 NAPOLEON RD.

352-1195

Ralph Thayer
Chevrolet

Beta Theta PI
CONGRATULATES
IT'S NEW ACTIVES
RICH BUCHANAN
BOB JOHNS ROB ASHCRAFT
BOB tVERDtN
MARK KINDIUN DAVE FENN
DAN CICCHILLA

FRED GREENWOOD
SCOTT BROWN

LATE
ENTERTAINMENT
FOR ADULTS

CONGRATULATE
THEIR NEW OFFICERS:

2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
WITH AIR CONDITIONING

Special Summer Rates

BRINQ YOUR
SERVICE PROBLEMS TO

Washor and Dryer
available
Central Alrcondltloning
Plenty of Parking
Free Cablevlslon

THETA
CHI

NOW RENTING
FOR SUMMER & FALL QTRS.

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

Boat the rain and bad weather
located next to campus
521 E. MERRY
Fall leases - 9 months
$74. each or $296 par
month
2 bedroom - 4 persons
Furnished

The Brothers of

803-813 8th St.

CALL 352-0717

NOW LEASING
FOR FALL

ftlM

Sunday! 7:30-7:00

Summer ratas are
$330. for entire summer

8th ST. APARTMENTS

»130 PER MONTH
FOR 3 OR 4 PERSONS

Op.n Tun. thru Sit

GREENVIEVt APTS.
OPEN DAILY 12b

PANCAKES 1 WAFFLES

Call 352-6489

RIDGE MANOR

%
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Asked in a television
interview yesterday whether
he planned to reconsider his
decision to stay out of the
primaries. Humphrey said.
"I don't tee any reason I
should reconsider It."

All utilities furnished
with the exception
of electric
Apartments are In
excellent condition

SUMMER
LEASES

f!

IF HUMPHREY were to
formally enter the New
Jersey primary, the

uncommitted delegates
would become the
Humphrey slate. The
deadline for entering the
New Jersey primary is 4
p.m.. EDT, today.

12 VARItTIES

Humphrey planned to
meet with supporters late in
the day. Sources close to
the Minnesota senator aid
he probably would give the
group the go-ahead to form
the ''exploratory
committee" part way into
the race.

It LEASING FOR FALL *i
*
*

Jersey slate together hoping
to deny delegate votes to
other Democratic
presidential candidates. In
an unusual move last
weekend, Humphrey said
that, if asked, he would
campaign in New Jersey on
behalf of the uncommitted
slate.

DOORS
OWN AT
ll:M».M.

EVEN MORE
WILLING
EVEN MORE
DESIRABLE
EVEN MORE
SENSUAL'

SHOWTIME
12:00 r.M

ALL

sun
$1.2$

aul Thayer Service Dept
N. Dixie Highway
353-5751
HOURS: 8AM-9PMMON.
8 Am - 5 Pm TUES thru FRI
8 AM-12 PM SAT.

The
Sigma Alpha
Epsilon Fraternity
has elected:
President:
Treasurer:
Vice President:
Vice President:
Asst. Treasurer:
Eminent Recorder:
Corresponding Secretary
Social Chairman:
IFC Representative:
Chaplin:
Herald:
Chronicler:
Pledge Trainer:
Rush Chairman:
Wardens:

Carlton Woods
Wilbur Arnold
Duane Hamilton
Bill Violand
BUI Skidmore
Randy Raeon
Mike Wogan
Dean McClelland
Rich Kindberg
Tim Chaffin
Ken Ottavi
Shawn Nicholson
Bill Bums
Craig Decatur
Terry From
Marty Rollinick

NrtHknk
rtMDOKm
Tttt S.A.E. FraSsinltv •hwtmry thank* Howani Financial
iWaaaaNtan

Corporation nuiwHn Mr. Den Cunningham and Mr. Mkhaol
Domorio for thotr fnldajno and ■onto*, vm nnlsorm to
Haulm Corporation Mr. Mm Pantom. Jr.
Th. S.A.E. Fratamity conaratolatos brotfwr Bill Bum*.
SQ A Pmldani olact and Dav. Crawl, pmint SO A Vic
Fmlslant, and Oam Focoek. Stato and Community
Attain Co-ordmator ••■«.
Alumni and triand* of S.A.E. ptoaa* contact th. chaptar
nova*. 372-1041. for a now communicationa achadiita.
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Kent plans commemoration
By C'yndi Bloom
Stiff Reporter
May 4. 1970, Kent State University.
lt'i lix years later and Kent Slate University (KSU)
students and faculty still remember the shooting deaths of
four students. At least some of them do.
A recent controversy concerns the proposed cancellation
of classes this May 4 in order lo attend workshops and
lectures sponsored by the May 4 Task horce, a committee
of the KSU student government.
The reactions are varied among students, faculty and the
administration. The administration docs nol plan to cancel
classes on May 4 but die May 4 Ad Hoc Strike Committee

not deal specifically with the cancellation of classes.
"We think the administration should take some step to
commemorate May 4. The official commemoration of this
event has grown less and less," Bixenstinc said.

to speak out," he said.
Holly A. Van Auken. a member

of the Center for

Peaceful Change, said the cancellation of classes plus
planned lectures, workshops and a candlelight walk/vigil
are. "an attempt to educate students. They are sitting on a
bunch of history and they need to know about it."
However, she said she thinks if classes were cancelled,"
people would not respond correctly." they would probably
go out and play frisbec."
Van

He said it has always been KSU policy for professors to
be able to cancel their classes on an individual basis.
Dr. V. Edwin Bixenstinc, presidenl of the United Faculty
Professional Association (UFPA). issued a statement
reading, "The UFPA views with dismay the insensitivily of
the administration with respect 10 the observance of May
4."
Bixenstinc explained, however, thai ihe statement did

ACROSS
1 Mark of e
wound
5 Voyageur's craft
10 Theology degrees: Abbr.

14 Harp: It
"THE PRINCIPLES of academic and civil freedoms are
still very profound. We feel il is a moral issue and our duty

has called for a class boycott.
"KSU OBSERVES slate and legal holidays and at this
time classes are scheduled as usual. However, student
groups will be meeting with the president in the next few
days and this decision could change overnight," Steve A.
Cramer, assistant to the presidenl at KSU said.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Auken

is

in

charge

of this year's

candlelight

15 The chosen
16 Apple or peach
17 Ancient
Egyptian
18 Diamond area
20 Feline's shipmate

56 Degrees: Abbr
59 Minority politi
ca I party

61 Villein
62 Chow
63 Thank you:
Oar.
64 Terse
.
Dante's verse
form
66 Robert
66 That is: Lat
67 Cameo stone

DOWN

1 City in Maine
2 Indian of the
Great Plains
3 Beverage
4 Coiffure pad
5 Bright red
shade
6 Legal pleas
7 Desert region
in Israel
8 Gaelic "alas!"

21 Sly dig
22 African stork
23 Baffling
26 German seaport

27 City near
Winnipeg
29 Jaeger gull
31 Popular sonnet
by Liaette

walk/vigil which will begin at 10 p.m. May 3 and end at
noon May 4
"Everyone has a different feeling, but to stand for a half
hour, well it's a reminder," she said.

32 Cornwall
promontory
36 Dolphin whale

Evidently some students would rather noi be reminded.
One said "I don't think everyone wants lo remember it. It
was sad. I don't want lo remember."

39 New Guinea
port
40 Senator Bumper's state
43 Urbane
46 Man of the
veldt
46 School book

ANOTHER SAID, "It happened so long ago, yet they
still bring it up. It is something long gone."
"There wasn't a big hassle about it last year because May
4 was on a weekend. If they cancel classes this time, people
should realize why classes are cancelled. Il seems you are
going againsl your own if you don'l strike classes," a third
student said.

37 Member of
B.S.A.

48 Shine
61 Km illS3 Campania's
capital
55 Fertile soil

9 Girl's nickname
10 Marks of
infamy
11 Tire part
12 Fair lady
13 City on the
Meuse

30 Dragon fighter
Abbr
32 Spanish article
33 Historic
Egyptian town
34 Hub of a wheel

19 Founder of pay chosnalysia
21 Chicle and
others
24 Malay gibbon
25 Biblical hunter

37
38

27 Ancient promenade

44

28 Land area:
Abbr.

46 House-haunters

47 Earth
48 Lawn decoration, attunes

49 Coat part

60 Silas Manser's
foster child
Compass pt
62 Get
on
54 African title
Sandburg
57 Part of U.S. A
Shellfish
Greek provinces 58 Tunisian port
60 Lincoln's son
Junction
61 Rialtosign
Inthelast
(month): Abbr.

35 WhiteUil
41
42

43

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
6/WY,20*OI

248 South Main St. - Bowling Green, Ohio • Phono (419)352-3595
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COMPLETE SERVICE ON
AIL HI-FI EQUIPMENT

OPEN: Monday - Friday 10am to 9pm - Saturday 10am to 5:30 pm.

V\te sand better
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Dough-Boy says: A BG Miss
America! It can happen Sat.
8 p.m. Ballroom.

place 1-2-3 students into an
apt. to fill 4 man apt.)
Summer rates for 1-2-3-4
students. 352.-7365.

Thanx
to all
who
participated
& supported
the
Ph i
K appa
Tau
All-Greek B-Ball Marathon
lor Charity. The Brothers of
Phi Kappa Tau.

Summer 2 bdrm.
furn.
central air 520 E. Reed.
$350 for summer plus elec.
525 N. Enterprise $350 for
summer. Newlove Realty.
352-5163.

AX's • Thanks for the
fantastic pledge day tea.
Congrats
to your new
pledges. The Bros, ol SAE.

FOR
SUMMER
256 S.
College. Apt. A. liirn., 3
bdrm.. June 15-Sept. 15.
Total rent $325. Deposit
$75. FOR SUMMER 256 S
College. Apt
B, furn., ?
bdrm. June 15-Sept. 15.
Total rent $300. Deposit
$75.
Call
352-3611
or
352-6489.

Karate Club: Goju-Kai practice Rm. 2z\ Hayes, 6-8 p.m.
Active Christians Today Bible studies 603 Clough St. 2&6
p.m.
Society for Creative Anachronism meeting Rm. 300 Men's
Gym, 7:30 p.m.
The new BOSE Modal 301. The only bookshelf
loudspeaker to provide spacious.clear sound
comparable to the top-rated BOSE 901* ond 501
speakers that allows you to odjust sound per
formance according to your specific room ocoustics, tost*, or recordings: and the only bookshelf
speaker that does all this lor undor $T00.

ZUctrurtfricL.

The quality's there, but the price isn't. The
exciting Marontz model 1030 stereo console
amplifier is croftmanship and engineering
excellence at its best

Falcon Collegiate Sport Parachute Club meeting River Rm.,
Union, 7:30 p.m. Election of next yrs. officers.

Infinity
makes it
perfectly
clear for

"The UFO Experience" slide talk by Dr. J. Allen Hynek,
ufo research scientist, at 8 p.m. Monday, May 3 in the
Grand Ballroom, Union.
LOST AND FOUND
LOST: Silver ID bracelet.
Debby. 2-4727. Bet. Found.
& Hayes.

139

HELP WANTED

The 1001 A speaker system by Infinity has a
most transparent natural sound quality. Naturally!
That's what Infinity is about: to got you back to
the music itself, with no artificial coloring odded.

Technics
byP»

Electro-Voice EMS 23 Speaker System
This 2 way system is one of our most popular
ever Decodes of Electro-Voice research has
produced products of unmistakable quality with
total sound reproduction.

maxell

UEG. $229.95

NOW

199

'-«*•*.;**£
O5SA-5150

2 channel receiver. 16 watts per channel, minimum RMS at 8 ohms. Irom 20-20 000 Hi, with no
more than 0.8% total harmonic distortion. Phase
Locked Loop circuit. Speaker protection circuit.

Regular Price $4.99

Houseboy needed for 76-77.
Interviews will be next
week. Call Alpha Gamma
Delta 372-2567.
SERVICES OFFERED
EMPA
Emotional
&
Material Pregnancy Aid. We
care. 352-6236. M1F 1-3
p.m. Tu.. W„ Th., 6:30-9:30
p.m.
Expert typing. Reasonable
rates. Call 352-7305.

76-77 1 f. to share apt. 521
E. Merry. Call 2-3317.
Mature t. to share yrs. lease
in 1 bdrm. apt. 352-2481
alter 4.

Maxell UD C-»0 Cassette Tapes
Maxell's new Px Gamma Hematite is Ihe
most advanced oxide formulation in the
magnetic tape industry.

The broadcast quality
magnetic cartridge).

M PMor\jGen

€DO©
MUUVUPLAY
MANUAL
TURNTAILII
•IC940
KEG $134.15

. KP-212
Economy cor stereo. Side-loading
cassette player for under-dash or glove
compartment. But small siie doesn't moan we
scrimped on features.

Babysitter wanted Mon.
8:30-5:30. T-Th. 8:30-1:30
W. 10:30-1:30. F. 8:30-10
a.m. Contact Angelia Bell,
831 7th St. Apt. 6.

WANTED

Sale $2"

MO.SM.00

Campus Crusade for Christ Leader. Train. Class Alumni
Rm., Union, 7-8:30 p.m.

NOW
BIC Multiple Play Manual Turntables war* toprated in a leading consumer publication. They
hondle records flawlessly with precision. Price)
includes walnut base and dust cover

1 m. to share apt. for 76-77
school
yr.
$85,mo
Winthrop Terrace So.
352-3086.
F. to share apt. beg. June
16. 352-2481 after 5.
PERSONALS
BEER
BLAST!
THURSDAY COMMONS
NE. 8:30 P.M.
FINDERS - OVERSTOCK
SALE, prices reduced.
This is an invitation to all
my friends here at B.G. to
come
to
my
party
tomorrow 4/30. Since I will
be leaving with in the next
month, I wish to say
goodbye to everyone. Stan.
Sass 220 Varsity North.
Beta's, Thanks for showing

us all a good time on
Friday. The tea was great.
Sisters of ADPi.
Christine, Congratulations
for being elected president
of Kappa Delta Pi. We're all
proud of you! L4L, Your
Sister; of ADPi.
Phi's, We would like to
thank you for all the time &
help you've given us in the
past few weeks. The Sisters
of ADPi.
Eunies Bar Happy Times
Thurs. 8-12 p.m. 809 S.
Main St.
Sigma Chis - Thanx for
another Great Pledge Tea.
What a welcome for our
Baby Owls! Love, The Chi
O's.
DG Sisters: Thanks tor the
flowers. We could have
never gotten the "Super
1 7 "without
your
cooperation & confidence.
Ellen, Gayle, and Karen.
Fri. & Sat. May 7-8 Wine
Weekend. At HOWARDS.
Grass are you watchin? It's
coming soon,
Becdo - Congrats on being a
Chi O Pledge! MH Love &
Ours. The Melonheads.
Phi
Kappa
Tau B-Ball
Marathon
results.
Fraternities: First - Beta
Theta Pi: Second-Pi Kappa
Alpha; Third-Sigma Phi
Epsilon; Spirit Award-Alpha
Tau Omega. Sororities: First
- Delta Zeta; Second-Alpha
Delta Pi; Third-Alpha Chi
Omega: Spirit Award-Alpha
Zi Delta. Congrats to all.
BEER
BLAST!
THURSDAY COMMONS
NE. 8:30 P.M.
New pledges, a tea, and a '
KUPE caravan too! What
more could you ask for with
Theta Chi & Phi Mu!
Thanks for the great tea.
let's do it again soon. The
Phi Mu's.

Theta Chi congratulates
Andy on his election to
I.F.P.C.
FINDERS - OVERSTOCK
SALE, prices reduced.
BEER
BLAST!
THURSDAY COMMONS
NE. 8:30 P.M.
FOR SALE
4 berm. 2 full bath fireplace
in living rm.. full basement,
automatic garage opener.
Priced
middle
50's.
352-5416.
TR-6 1973 Sun/fun; AM,
FM, custom bumpers: area
419 collect, 473-2267 or
531-4314.
Concorde
1 0-speed :
excellent cond. 2 yrs. old:
best offer, 352-6160.
Small 10 speed bike. 19"
frame, 27" wheel, Shimano
deraileurs. $50. 352-0727
evenings.
FOR RENT

For summer. 2 bdrms.. turn,
a/c. pay only elec., swim,
pool, party house. 352-7721
after 9.
1 bdrm. turn. apt. to subl.
June 15-Sept. 1, $350: all
util. incl. free laund. rm., 2
blks.
from
campus,
352-1369.
Apartments & rooms fall &
summer rentals. 352-7365.
1 bdrm. turn. apt. 12 mo.
lease near campus. Avail.
6/15/76.
352-5239 or
823-7555 after 5.
228 S. College; 1 bdrm. apt.
for fall, util., turn., exc.
elec. $160/mo.
12 mo.
lease. 287-4686.
606 E. Wooster across f.
Founders. Summer lease 2
bdrm. turn. $480/summer.
287-4686.
CAMPUS MANOR APTS.
505 CLOUGH ST. (Behind
Burger Chef) CARTY
APTS. 311 E. Merry St. (IV.
blks. from Towers) 2
bdrm.-4 man apts. (will

SUMMER APARTMENTS.
352-4671 or 3521800.
Subl. house summer
2
bdrm.
near
campus.
352-1270.

FOR SUMMER
521
E.»
MERRY, NEAR UNIV. 2
BDRM.,
4
PERSON,*
FURN..
A/C,
FREE.
CABLE, WASH & DRY
AVAIL. ENTIRE SUMMER*
$300 PLUS ELEC. JUNE
18-SEPT. 5. 352-6489.
FOR
FALL
521
E "
MERRY, NEAR UNIV., 2*
BDRM.,
4
PERSON.,
FURN.,
A/C,
FREE
CABLE. WASH & DRY.
AVAIL. $65/MO./STU
DENT. OR
$780/QTR."
PLUS ELEC. EXC. COND ,
352-6489.

Apartments & rooms fall &
summer rentals.' 352-7365.'
2/3 bdrm. houses 441 &'
443 N. Enterprise & 3i
bdrm.
apt.
44 3
N.
Enterprise begin summei it
fall. 878-7437.
2 bdrm. furn. pd. util. exc»
elec. laund. tell., lounge
avail., ample parkind
288-1462 or 352-1778.
.
New apt. to sbls. for smr. t
bdrm., 2
bath,
furn,
reasonable. 372-4632.

-

«

1 bdrm. apt. across from
campus avail. June 15. Yr.
lease, married couple. No)
pets. Call 669-2156.

Room for rent. Boarding
house. M. only, extra infof
352-3073.
,
Preferred Properties rentinj
for summer & fall. Special
summer rates. $300. For"
info, call 352-9378.
»
to house
to subl.
summer. Cal 352-1087.

for.
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Woloshyn, McNicholas-two feared attackmen
By Gre| Smith
Assistant Sports Editor
Wanted--dead or alive.
Billie the Kid, the James brothers (Frank and Jesse) and
Woloshyn and McNicholas.
No, the Bowling Green lacrosse squad's one-two scoring
punch of Jeff Woloshyn and Tom McNicholas haven't done
anything wrong. But, as the Falcons prepare for "the week
of the season," this pair is feared just as much as the fabled
outlaws in the Midwest Lacrosse Association (MLA).
"This is a big week for us with Kenyon and Denison,"
the two high-scoring attackmen said.
"WE CANT look beyond the Kenyon game," said
Woloshyn, a senior from DesPlaines, 111., who is this week's
MLA player of the week. "1 just want to win. Since this is
probably my last year playing lacrosse. I want to go out on
top-a winner. I also want to score as much as possible
because it helps the team."
McNicholas, a freshman from Baltimore, echoed
Woloshyn's words saying, "Everyone is going all out this
week because if we win, we win it all. We weren't picked to
win the league this year but hopefully we can pull it off."
But in order for the laxers to be successful, the
high-scoring attackmen must be successful.
"I try to shoot the ball as hard as I can, since the goalie
can't stop what he can't see," Woloshyn said. "I'm really
not that big (5-10, 170) but I've always had a hard shot. I
try to intimidate my man early in the game to gain an
advantage on him.
"I USUALLY take a shot from the outside early and if
the defenseman wants to get in the way. I'm gonna nail him
and he's gonna feel it," Woloshyn warned "Then the next
time, hell flinch and 111 give him a head fake and go
around him."
But the rookie sensation didn't know what to expect in
college lacrosse
"I thought the play would be more physical," said
•McNick'. "Lacrosse in the east is like football here in
Ohio, it's that big I really don't have any goals before a
game. I just psyche myself up and make sure I'll do the best

I can. If everyone does their best, well win."
And win they have. The Falcon laxers chalked up their
2Sth straight MLA win against Ashland last Saturday.
"I felt I had my best game against Ashland since it was
the first real challenge I've had this year," McNicholas said.
"They had a good defenseman on me the whole game."
WOLOSHYN, (24-509), thought he had his best effort
against the Eagles as well, despite scoring a record-setting
eight goals against Michigan State University (MSI I
"I had a good game against MSU but McNicholas set me
up with some great passes and it really wasn't anything
scoring that much," Wolsohyn said. "I was more pleased
with my Ashland performance and the team looked better
too."
McNicholas is no stranger to a lacrosse stick as he started
playing the game in second grade. His father was an
all-American attackman at John Hopkins University and
McNicholas credits him for much of his success.
But for the Falcons to win this week, teamwork is a
must. And there's no reason to think it will stop this week.
"JEFF AND I work well together," McNicholas said.
"I've assisted on about half his goals. I just beat my man
and then Jeff's man will slip off on me. It's just a matter of
passing the ball to him and he never seems to miss."
"I just like a balanced scoring attack, it makes us look
more like a team," the Baltimore freshman said. "It doesn't
matter to me if I score the goal or assist on it."
Woloshyn complimented McNicholas (12-15-27), saying,
"He's got more moves than most players. 'McNick' and 1
complement each other very well. He's a smart player who
knows what to do with the ball around the net. He's
responsible for most of my success this year with his great
passing.
"I don't think I'm a marked man for other teams,"
Woloshyn claimed. "1 score a lot on broken situations."
"This year. I'm very satisfied with my play and
Woloshyn has been super." McNicholas said.
The Falcons are also very satisfied with their one-two
scoring punch that is putting fear in the hearts of MLA
opponents.

_
■
COHIDO

Freshman Tom McNicholas passes to leading scorer and fellow attackman Jeff
Woloshyn in ■ familiar occurance during earlier season lacrosse action. The
high-scoring combination led Bowling Green to a 13-6 victory over Kenyon
yesterday. (Newsphoto by Dan Ho)

Track spikes

Metric system here to stay-at least in Falconland

/ N
By Bill Estep
Sports Editor
Deciphering track and
field performances these
days is causing some severe
headaches for sportswriters.
If trying to break the
code of the complicated
world records wasn't

enough, now the metric
system is taking this
country by storm.
And why not? Although
the metric readings are
sending writers like this one
back to math class, it's
about time the United
States got its head out of
those staning blocks and
look at what the test of the
world is doing.

Falcon netter Bob
Do w I i n g , v oted
Mid-American
Conference (MAC)
player-of-the-week this
week, serves up a point
in the Ohio State match
held earlier this month.
Since that match,
Dowling has won five
of his six singles
matches and every
doubles ma tch.
Dowling will join his
teammates this
weekend at Ohio
University when the
Falcons try to raise
their MAC record to
4-0. Teams from
Denison University and
Marshall University will
also lace the MAC
squad.
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THE US is the only
country is the world that
has not switched to the
metric system in track and
let's not forget that this is
an Olympic year-with
complete metric readings.
But on the local front.
Falcon track coach Mel
Brodt is out to educate the
Midwest on what the entire
world has been doing for

years-compete at metric
distances.
All three of thi s spring's
BG home meets, beginning
with Saturday's triangular
with Central Michigan and
Ball State, will be guaged in
meters.
IT'S A bold move by
Brodt but not a bad
innovation, considering this
year's Mid-American
Conference (MAC)
championships will still be
read in yards, feet and
. inches.
"It's an added addition to
getting instep, with the
rest of the world," Brodt
said. "There are differences
with distances. Eight
hundred and 400 meters,
for example, are shorter.
But it doesn't make that
much difference in
performance.
"Sure, it'll be an
adjustment. It's very
difficult to sell people on
the change to met en.
"In the building of
tracks, it's very difficult to
get people to go down to a
400 meter track. (BG's and

Distance man Bob Lunn
has seen limited action,
while quartcr-milers and
middle distance runners
Randy Zimmerman. Walter
Hawkins. Mark Butler, and
Rick Hutchinson have all
been ailing at one time or
another.
AND EVEN sprinter
Brian Storm who recently
qualified for the NCAAs in
the 100-meter dash, has
been stowed with an indooi
season leg injury and
another leg ailment all
season.
But the Falcons battled
the injury syndrome last
season heading into the
Mid-American Conference
(MAC) championships. But
then there was some depth
to work with that enabled
the locals to finish third at
the league meet.
That seems to be the key
word for this Falcon
edition-depth-or lack of it.
Depth just isn't there,
especially in the field
events.

most US tracks are
presently 440 yards.) All
tracks in the rest of the
world are 400 meters.
••WHEN WE come to
resurfacing our track, I
think we'll pull it in to 400
meters. We have the room
to do so."
While the running events
during BG home meets will
be recorded by hand-held
watches, the mile relay is
the lortt event that will stay
in yards.
Some of the metric
events and their yard
equivalent include: 100
meters (109.36 yrds.), 200
meters (218.82 yrds.). 400
meters (437.44 yrds). 800
meters (874.89 yds.). 1,500
meters (117 yds. shorter
than mile run) and 5,000
meters (three miles, 186.6
yds.)

*••

People have been asking
me what's wrong with the
BG track squad.
Well, you can't hide
injuries. BG trainers have
had more than they can
handle this season with this
team.

SO, WHAT else is new
This school, with its

decrepit indoor facilities,
has never been a haven for
field event performers And
with the ineligibililies of Les
Linhart and Wayne
Marinclin. BG's only two
bonafide wcightmen. this
spring, there just isn't
anyone experienced to
throw in the four weight
events.
In this week's MAC track
release, only triple jumper
Lew Mj.lm ranks am.mi'
the

I diM''-

top
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performers in the eight field
events. And Maclin only
ranks fourth.
Add to that the hurdles,
where MAC placers and
returning letlcrnien Reg
Warren and James Shepard
dropped out of school and
intermediate specialist
Zimmerman has run in only
two meets.
The MAC title chase is

only three weeks away and
its obvious that this squad
has a long way to go if it is
to avoid a second division
league finish.
The MAC championships
will be held at Miami
University the weekend of
May 20-22 on a cinder
track. The league golf, track
and tennis championships
each year are awarded »o a
school on a rotating Ijasis
and it looks as though the
MAC track teams have been
victimised this season.
"It's unfortunate in' ap
Olympic year," Brodt said.
"The host coach was even
concerned just for the
benefit of the athletes. It's
degrading for the
conference, but you might
as well soon accept it and
do the best you can."

<- BG wins 13-6 -*
The Bowling Green lacrosse team defeated Kenyon 13-6
in Midwest Lacrosse Association action yesterday.
Jim Macko led the attack with four goals and two assists,
while Paul Collins and Tom McNicholas each scored twice.
BG is now 7-0, while Kenyon drops to 7-2.

Falcon netter reaps MAC honor

Competitive Dowling wins weekly award
By David Smercina
Sports Writer
He's aggressive, confident
ai.d competitive, not to
mention 11-4 in singles play
and 10-4 in doubles.
Bowling Green netter
Rob Dowling is also this
week's Mid-American
Conference (MAC) player of
the week.
The junior is in the
middle of what could be his
best year as a Falcon. He
currently is ranked second
in the MAC in third singles
spot and in second doubles,
where he teams with
freshman Brian Huffer.
"1 play aggressive tennis,"
Dowling said. "I like to win
my points, or force my
opponent into error. My
best shot is my serve. This I
try to play serve and volley
as much as possible."
AN ALMOST fierce
competitiveness goes along

THE NEW MANAGEMENT OF

BIG BARNEY
AUTO WASH
PRESENTS THE BEST DEAL IN
TOWN. STOP IN AND CHECK
OUT OUR GASOLINE PRICES
1000 S. MAIN ST.

with the aggressive play of
the two-year letter man
Dowling often shows
emotion on the court during
his matches. He can be see
talking to himself or
scolding himself after a poor
shot.
He explains his reactions
as being calming to him.
They work to relieve the
pressure on him, since he
admittedly seems to get the
adrenalin going during a
match.
He also prefers the
challenge of singles play to
that of doubles.
"It's just you and the
other guy out there. You're
out to prove who is the
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better player," Dowling
said.
Dowling is currently
pointing to competition
that will be present in next
month's MAC championships.
"I'M GONNA make sure
that I'm ready this year," he
said. Last season, Dowling
was seeded third in the
tournament, but was
eliminated in the first
round.
This year he again hopes
to draw one of the top
seeds, and is confident he
will repeat his freshman
showing, when he made the
semifinals in singles and the
finals in doubles.
"If things go well, III be

APARTMENTS
2 BDRM FURNISHED
FEW FALL LEASE YET
AVAILABLE

He said he expects the
main competition to come
from Miami University,
Western Michigan University
and Ball State University.
Dedication to the sport
has made tennis almost a
way of life for the public
relations major.
Dowling plays all year
long. He said he mutt, in
order to be able to remain
competitive in big time
tennis, such as at the college
level.
The Cleveland Heights
native said he started his
tennis career by competing
in youth tournaments.
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very competitive. I should
have a good shot at winning
the third flight ."he said.
Dowling said he thinks he
and Huffer should fare well
in the second flight of
doubles in the tournament.
"We compliment each
other well. I'm very
aggressive and Huffer is very
consistent," said Dowling,
who is also optimistic about
the team's chances in the
upcoming loop
championships.
"THE TEAM should do
real well. We should reach
our peak by the end of the
season," Dowling explained.
"Coach (Bob Gill) should
prepare us very well. We've
got a month to go."
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THETA CHI HOUSE

Special Rales
2 bdrm. furn. apt».
Laundry Facilities, Lounge,
Air Cond. & Ample Parking
710 7th St.
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Clutch hitting overcomes errors

John Weinert

Baseball machine in gear
By Terry Goodman
Assistant Sports Editor

"Other thin my wife and family, basketball has been my
entile life."
That if how new Bowling Green head basketball coach
John Weinert assesses hit involvement in the hoop sport.
The last four yean, the 43-year old Milwaukee native had
a 72-39 mark at St. Joseph'■ College in Indiana, including a
34-14 record within his conference (Indiana Collegiate
Conference).
Prior to coaching at St. Joe'i, Weinert headed the
program at Ripon College in Wisconsin and had a 76-55
overall mark in six years.
His bst three St. Joaeph's teams participated in the
NCAA Division II tournament, and in five of the last six
yean, Weinert has produced either a conference champion
or an NCAA tournament team.
Last week, the man who is expected to rum the cage
fortunes at BG in a positive direction signed a highly-sought
recruit.
In getting Monroe, Mich, supentar Rosie Bsmes to ink
his name to a national letter of Intent Friday, Weinert
corralled what he termed "one of the outstanding guards in
the Midwest."
The 6-3 Barnes averaged 26.5 points. 8.5 assists, 7.5
rebounds and four steals a game in leading Monroe to a
22-1 mark last winter.
Before signing Barnes and in between house-hunting
calls, Weinert was interviewed by News associate sports
editor Dick Rees and offered his thoughts on a multitude of
subjects.

Even though Bowling
Green's winning trend may
not be the best, the Big
Orange Machine is
rolling. Usual clutch
Falcon hitting keyed a
doubleheader sweep, 5-3 and
5-4, over Dayton at Warren
E. Si oiler Field yesterday.
Obviously, it's not the
BG bats that's worrying the
coach Don Purvis. Or the
pitching, after back-to-back
complete games by Stu
Thiede and Dan Hipsher.
It's the defense.
"OUR DEFENSE got us
in trouble a couple of
times," Purvis said. "That

hasn't been our pattern for
four yean.
"Our defense has always
padded our offense, but
now our offense is padding
the defense," he said. "I'm
getting worried about the
defense-I'm still looking for
that "perfect" game.
"But, we're still winning
and that ain't all bad."
He is so right. BG is now
23-8 overall and has won 19
of its last 22 games.
Saturday, the Falcons host
Toledo at I p.m. in an
important Mid-American
Conference twinbill. BG is
4-2 in the league, and in
second place just one game
behind Eastern Michigan
IF PURVIS' crew can
come up with timely hitting

like yesterday, fielding may
be no obstacle.
After Thiede (3-1)
surrendered three weak hits
that led to three first inning
runs, the Falcons took their
turn.
With two outs. BG tallied
four runs. Catcher Larry
Owen got one back by
belting an 0-2 fastball over
the left field fence for his
sixth of the season. Dale
Swiger and Jeff' Groth
followed with walks before
freshman Jim Selgo
unloaded a three-run blast
over the right field fence.
From that point on,
Thiede made Selgo's homer
good enough for the
winning hit. He didn't allow
another hit the rest of
the way. Groth added an

The BGNev^
BG's new basketball coach
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"THOSE FOUR runs in
the Tint inning made it a lot
easier on me," Thiede
admitted. "It took a lot of
pressure off. Those three
duiker-, I gave up in the fmt
were ridiculous. I couldn't
believe it."
Thiede also hit two men
in the fint. but corrected
his problem by controlling
his wide-breaking slider.
Erron proved to be fatal
in the nightcap, as BG blew
an early 1-0 lead in the
fourth. Three miscues
enabled Dayton's Tom
Roettgers to bat and he
leveled a three-run shot to
give his team a 4-1 lead.
Bui the Falcons tied it in
the bottom of the. fourth
and scored the game winner
in the sixth.
A two-run double by Ron
Ullcry and Garry Kohorst's
pinch single knotted the
score at four. In the sixth.
Ron Manser's RBI hit
scored Steve Di Lucca for
ihe go ahead tally.

A new challenge for Weinert,
but he's met them all before
By Dick Rees
Associate Sports Editor
Q-What originally interested you In
the BG job?
A-l received a very fine letter from
Dick Young mentioning that, in
essence, they weren't completely
pleased with the caliber of coach they
had applying totally. I think they felt
they needed more of a cross section.
The letter read something like, "We
hear you have the capability of
coaching in the Mid-American
Conference (MAC), do you have the
desire to coach here?" I think it is the
desire of any coach to move up in hit
profession. When you conquer all the
mountains there are to conquer at one
level, you kind of look for bigger and
better things, and in my case It's the
challenge of coaching at the major
level?
Q-Was it the challenge of moving
up to a Division one school or was It
the chsllenge in this league or just of
this program in particular?
A- It's a known fact among a lot of
coaches that the MAC is considered an
outstanding conference. It's a
conference that is not dominated by
any one team. I think it's like the
Atlantic Coast Conference in that if
you work, recruit, know how to coach
and can motivate young men. then it is
a conference that you can win in. And
that's got to be very appealing to a
coach.
0 Whit have been your initial
Impressions of the dty of Bowling
Green, the University, the people, the
athletic department?
A--Very positive. Remember, I
didn't need BG. I was completely
happy at St. Joe's. But I've been very
impressed with the staff here. I like
the community. It's got the bigness 1
want and it's got the smallness I want.
0 What in you makes you want to
coach?
A-l don't know; there's times when
you wonder if you're in the right
profession. It's a profession that hu
high high's and low low's. And I think
you don't appreciate the high high's
unless you have the low low's. It's a
profession that you don't stay up on
cloud nine for too long, but you're not
down In the basement too long.
0- What is the hardest thing for you
to do as a coach?
A-Accept a loss. I've coached now
for 14 yean and I've only had one
losing season.
Q-What can you attribute to your
teams at St. Joseph's success in recent
yean?
A-Oh, I think I would be kidding
you if I said a great deal of luck
doesn't come into anything. But I
think the luck Is directly
proportionate to the amount of hard
work and effort you want to put in.
I've always considered myself a
working coach and I've always
considered myself a highly-orpnized
individual. I think organization of
one's life as well as one's practice as
well as one's game plan are very
important. I think thoroughness
maybe is another thing that makes
luck come a little easier. We take no
one for granted and try to be very
thorough. At St. Joe's, the trouble was
to make people who were losers feel

like winners And we did this a funny
way. We did this by scheduling tough
teams. This past year, we played
Cincinnati, Notre Dame. Marquette
and St. Bonaventure.
Q-Wfll you change your coaching
style any in this new setting?
A-Well, I don't know if I have a
coaching style. I've always said I coach
people, not X's and O's. I think that
basketball is a very personal game.
You have to relate to people, but they
have to know who the boss is. It's very
hard for me to be 12 different people
to my 12 players. I try to round off
their cornen and make them relate to
me, react to me, and then it's a give
and take situation.
Q-It It true you like to play a
free-wheeling offense and run a lot?
A-lf given the choice, we like to
run and play a fast-break brand of
basketball. We like to put pressure on
as much as possible on defense. We run
a one-four offense, which is a very
fluid offense. I believe basketball is a
finesse game, not a push and shove
game.
Q-Slnce you were just appointed a
month ago, how tough has recruiting
been?
A-Very tough. This is the toughest
part. Thank God for Mike Ehrenfried
(assistant coach) who I think is a lot
like myself-a hard-working young
man, a very honest and sincere young
man and very personable. I don't
believe in fly-by-night recruiting. If
I'm gonna cheat to get a guy in, then
when I'm coaching him, hell tend to
cheat. If I can't respect the players I
coach and if they can't respect me,
then 111 get out of this profession.
O-How many grants do you have to
give out?
A-We have eight scholarships to
give this year. When you have eight
scholarships, that's a lot to give in any
one year. Somewhere along the line,
either we lost some people because of
eligibility problems or the recruiting
wasn't a long-range program. The
continuity of a program is important.
You can't miss two yean in a row in
this business. I don't want to
bad-mouth anybody and I'm not doing
that, but from what I can see, 1 don't
think our freshman class is real strong.
Now we can't have two bust yean.
Q-What do you think are BG's most
pressing personnel needs and are you
trying to meet them through recruiting?
A-I have seen our kids play only
once. Two weeks ago, Mike got
everyone together to play one night. I
have some strong feelings on where are
needs are, but they are based on one
look. So it would be unfair to our
players now to say what we need. But
I will say this. The playen we are
looking at now are really outstanding
players. We are going quality all the
way. And right now, we are involved
with four or five tine-quality ball
playen. The trouble is. If you're
second, you don't get 'em. If I've had
any strength or success as a coach, it's
that I've been consistently consistent.
And that's what we hope to bring
here. A solid program.
Q-From what you've seen in person
and on film, what can you pther
•bout the returning playen.

A-Oh, I'm disappointed a little bit.
I think we have a tendency to feel
sorry for ourselves. But in this game,
you can't feel sorry for yourself. You
can't go out on the floor and say,
"Gee, we don't have this and we don't
have that." No program is perfect. So
number one, I think wc have to change
that attitude and number two, I was
really appalled at the condition of
some of the players. The scrimmage I
saw, 1 could not believe. Some of the
players looked like they hadn't
touched a basketball since the season
ended.
Q-Do you have any immediate
goals or any long-range goals?
A-Yes. 1 want us to be an
outstanding ball club in every aspect as
quick as we possibly can. I'm nol
talking just about winning the MAC,
I'm talking about NCAA competition.
0 Arc you planning on having a
second assistant next year and how
important is that position to the
program.
A-Mr. Young lias said, "If you want
one, we'll provide you with one." But
I want to bring in a guy who'll be here
a long time, as long as I'm here, which
I hope is a long time. I think I can
envision many duties for a second
assistant. So if we get the kind of
penon that I think is going to help
Bowling Green and help our program,
ya. I'd like to have one.
0-1 assume you're aware of the
complaints about poor housing and
traveling accomodations. Do you think
these areas need to be upgraded for
you to have a successful program?
A-l just can't see it. I don't want to
get in a car and drive after a victory or
defeat. It's a tough way to go home.
I'd like to take trips by bus. I've talked
to Tom (Kisselle) and Dick (Young)
and 1 think they know my feelings and
I think they'll be very fair in this
matter. I'm fully aware of the
criticism. But that's what losers do.
They pick out and they look and say,
"If we don't do good, let's blame
this." That's baloney. I'm not gonna
do that. I'm not getting my alibis
ready. If we don't do good, it's not
because we didn't have buses or we
stayed in a lousy motel, it's because
we didn't do the job.

Unbeaten netters face Bearcats
By Sue Caser
Sports Writer
The Bowling Green women's tennis team will put its 5-0
season record on the line Saturday as they travel to the
University of Cincinnati (UC) for its fint away match of
the season.
UC. a perennial tennis powerhouse in Ohio, was ranked
number two in the state last year behind Ohio State.
"I'm looking forward to playing Cincinnati," head coach
Janet Parks said. "I don't like to look back on our past
matches, we play a team and move on. The girls are doing
an outstanding job thus far. and Saturday's match promises
to be a good one."
Singles players Barb Swick and junior Patty Pilz continue
undefeated and the senior doubles team of Sue Rupert and
Jonalee Wiandt also remain unbeaten.
BG WILL be playing six singles and three doubles,
strategy that gives the team depth and gives Parks a little
more confidence.

Parks, a believer in fundamental playing, has her women
constantly working on drills such as mobility and
placement.
"We do the same thing every practice " Parks said. "We
don't play matches during practice, we do drills, so I expect
them to be improving. I must admit, they are getting
better."
HOW MUCH the women netters have improved will be
tested Saturday as the Bearcats are expected to be their
toughest opponent thus far.
Parks said the success of.the Falcon women this season
has been due to the cohesiveness of the team.
"Everyone has a lot of respect for each other's ability."
Parks said. "They all work well together and support each
other during matches, especially the close ones. I personally
think that's what is important, foi a team to function as a
team. They're a happy bunch of kids and their willingness
to work is adminble."

EEMESmM

Q-There was always an animosity
between Pat Haley and the fans the
last two or three yean. Attendance
was low bst season. A lot of people
have become disillusioned with the
program, especially after the two near
championship misses. What can you
say to the supporters and fans as far as
next season is concerned?
A-l think fans want a winner, and
they have every right to want a
winner. But 1 haven't made any
promises to Dick Young and I'm not
going to make any now. But with eight
scholarships open and coming off a
non-winning season, this is the
toughest situation I've been in. So it'll
be a different experience. I hope we
get the support of the fans, if we
deserve It. 1 think fans have to realize
that Rome wasn't built in a day. and
they'll have to be patient with us.
They may see a lot of new faces on the
floor next year, then again, they may
not. But I'm anxious to start and I'm
looking forward to being here a long
timt.

Falcon catcher Larry Owen (left) couldn't hold onto a throw from the outfield,
enabling Dayton's Ron Smith to score in the fint inning of yesterday's opening
game. BG fell behind by three runs, but rallied to sweep a doubleheader.
(Newsphoto by Jim Osbom)
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